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F I G H T I N G F A S C I S M
-  

FIGHTING FASOISM is pamphlet number one of the Nottingham-produced-p
political newsletter "IF YOU DQNTT HIT IT .,¢ IT WON'T FALL“. '-‘
The interest for such a pamphlet is because of the recent revival —
of racism and fascism_ aided - although not created - by far- '
fight and fascist organisations like the National Front and National
Party; I  -  ; q I‘ I  + iv  I   M

II _ .
-- .II 'I- - -. ' I I- . . - .. ' * ' 'I' 1 - '

More specifically, the crisis has provided the situation in which
fascist solutnons to working class people's problems can seem
attractive so that during the Summer of 1976 several incidents
like the stabbing of young Asians in Southall (London) reflected
a general rise in racism .@. the need to understand how to
oppose racism and fascism now comes from this. At the same time
there are many complications in the fight against fascism.
Important among these is the totality of underlying fascist ideas,
Whereas racism is the biggest support-getter at the moment for
groups like the National Front, fascists encourage many reactionary
aspects of capitalist society, Among these is Nationalism; a rigid I
authoritarian view of life; the suppression of womens' autonomy
and the " suppression of any sexuality outside the
kind meet useful to the continuation of exploitation (especially
clamping on gay love); a reactionary position of Ireland, Work etc,

Antifascist committees are one present form of organisation of
struggle against fascism and the Nottingham Antifascist Committee
has achieved little, been full of conflict and dispuge. At the
very least this pamphlet should help to air some of the different
points of view around. p p
"This pamphlet contains various articles for discussion. "The Threat
of Fascism“ id Atifies the corporate-state and the Labour Party as
main dangers whereas ‘what is Fascism‘ whilst also exploring the role
of reformism, stresses the ideological fight against racism and fascism
and criticised the crude ‘Smash the Front' approach of the I
Socialist Workers Party and the International Marxist Group.

Roger of Nottm AFCommittee has supplied us with some ‘Notes on Fascism‘
and an ‘Immigration Laws‘ summary. A no doubt controversial article
on Chinese Foreigh policy 'Maoism and Fascism‘ has been included, as
well as a couple of peices an the racist demagogue Powell.3OK>short
peices by Trotsky locate fascism in an historical perspective and
suggest its base is mainly petit-bourgeois,t N I

An article from the magasine Unercurrents discusses the Counter Culture,
one from Anarchy discusses the Left, The heed for a revolutionary
strategy is raised again and Notes for a meeting on Racism, Sexism and
Ffiscism are reprinted. _ g p __p

Perhaps most important are aspects of racism/fascism we have not had
the resourses to research into, For example the most vital struggle
facing Britsih revolutionaries: Ireland, What precisely is the
relationship which the NF/NP enjoys with UVF, RUG, fioman Catholic Church
and the British Army? How deep is fascist infiltration in the Civil
Service, Trade Unions, SPUC, Prison Service, Police, Customs, Immigration
TAVR, RC Church and so on? What relationship do the fascists have with
the Econemic League, NnFF., Aims of Industry, Institute for the Study of
@0fifliQfiwe;a How important is the Fascist International? What can psych-
ology (Reich, Fromm,etc) tell us about fascism? The list is endless
from the role of the State to euthanasia and genetic engineering, to
Chile and Spain, p _ y I

This has turned out to be a discussion pamphlet, it cost a lot to produce
and the 12p cover price is less than what it cost, All contributions are,
welcome, For further communication contact IF YOU DON'T I at
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The same changes in material conditions also account for a small

m recliner or FASCIS|.-.-.- 1»-_=I I-"-‘=|i
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Once again, Western capitalism is sinking into a deep econ-
omic depression. Mass unemployment is steadily rising, living.
standards are falling and social services spending is being
ruthlessly cut. The effects of the world depression are most,
acute in Britain because here we live under the oldest and thus
most decayed capitalist system. The contradiction between theqc
social character of production and the individual ownership of
the means of production is in‘a state of conspicuous change and
is becoming increasingly antagonistic. v ,~

These are the objective material conditions that have given
rise to an intensification of the conflict between the workingpp
class and the capitalist class during the last ten years, as has
been exemplified in the successive #aves of industrial militancy.1:"“--|

but significant movement of some workers towards a revolutionary
outlook. However it is_equally the case that the forces Of_@XF
treme reaction have been strengthened in response tova decaying,
capitalism. The growth of revolution and reaction are both -
products of?the same circumstanoes.y They constitute a dialects.1... _ _ _1 .

ical unity of opposites. . i J’< I

THE IiATUI7?.E OF IITi‘IL3CISI“I

If the threat of fascism is to be successfully combatted it
is necessary for us to make an accurate materialist analysis of 
it. In order to do this our analysis must not be confined, as
often is the case, to the ideology of fascism. We must pene~
trate through its ideological smokescreen to its material basis
and identify the class out of whose practice it arises and thus,
serves. y y

Fasoism is a political strategy resorted to by the monopoly
capitalist ruling class when confronted with grave economic
crisis and growing working class unrest, as in Germany in the by
early 1950s. “Its real aim is to perpetuate the system of decay-
ing monopoly capitalism. Its means are the building ofta mass ,
movement on the basis of attracting demoralised sections of the
working class and petit bourgeoisie, through nationalistic and

... ‘I; ,1racist ideology, who are then useo to support the seizure of
state power and the establishment of an authoritarian dictatore§
ship. Once in power, the fascists proceed to crush all opposit-
ion to their regime, especially that of the working class, and
establish rigid state economic control in the interests of mon-I
opoly capitalism. p I p

RACISM AND FASCISM
I

' III

One common misconception among opponents of fascism is to
assume that its essence is racism. In fact, racism is an ideol-
ogical tool frequently, but not always, used as a means of mass
mobilization hy the fascists. Racism was not a significant
factor in the rise of Italian fascism to power. Furthermore, in
the case.of fortugese fascism great efforts were made to try to
encourage the peoples of the African colonies to regard them— *

..'|..

selves as “Portugese“; Intermarriage between blacks and whites
was officially sanctioned.p But this attempt by the Portugese T
fascists to combat growing sentiments of national liberation was
unable to suppress the racism inherent in colonial domination.l

. IIII.-II

5
I ‘ -

it ism is o much older ideological phenomenon than is 1 so»
,.33 ...IF5

K-3 I-J

‘.3-31'": T35Qism. hacist beliefs are a direct outcome of imperialism. ism
arose as a moral justification for_the colonial oppression w

s: ctfi
5av

o:}:ploit_a.tio11 of ‘the peoples of Asia, ;1.frica e.11d»!n;1erice.. also
had an important function in motivating the working classes of »
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the European capitalist countries to fight in wars of colonial
conquest, Imperialism is, of course, still very much alive and

-I - q 1thus so too is racism. I q ‘ I |

Just as under capitalism there is continuous economic and1-].-

political struggle between the working class and the capitalist
class so also there is continuous ideological struggle. fOn the
one hand, we are all influenced by the ideology arising out of
the practice of the ruling capitalist class. This is disseminat-
ed through the educational system and the mass media and incor-
porates racism as a component part. On the other hand, we are
subject to ideas arising out of our immediate experiences, our
own actual practice, and these tell us that all workers are op-
pressed and exploited by the capitalists, regardless of national-
ity and skin colour, and that all workers have the same interests
111 O 0111111611 1 ' ' ' - -I '

So there is a contradiction within our thinking. One side
of all of us is racist and says whites are superior to blacks.
(This is the case for both white and black people, as Frantz Fan-
on pointed out.) The other side of us says that all workers, re-
gardless of place of origin and colour, are oppressed by capital-
ism and thus should unite in common struggle against it.

'Uhether or not racism is on the increase depends upon which
side of this contradiction is the strongest, which is the princ-
ipal aspect. Under capitalism, it is not a case of whether peop-
le are racists or not. ifiather it is a case of which aspect of
the contradiction between reaction and revolution in general, and
bourgeois racism and proletarian internationalism in particular,v
is growing in strength; , I

In Britain today it does seem that among some sections of
the working class and petit bourgeoisie racism is on the increase
and certainly growing more quickly than any upsurge of revolut-
ionary consciousness among other sections of these classes. The
growth of racism, which the National Front and other fascists use
as their main agitational weapon, will not be curtailed simply by
disseminating arguments exposing the fallacies of racism. In the
final analysis, the only sure way to defeat racism is by acting
so as to strengthen the proletarian, revolutionary side of this
ideological contradiction, In short, the only way to lastingly
defeat racism is through revolution. ' k

T GR OE‘-IT H £115" C URllOP.i-ET IS M I
I '-'

-l- __ -1 '

Exactly one hundred years ago, rriedrich Engels wrote in n16
1" "' . E 1 "H ' rri, . lng.5.I1i/ l -' Ullll__L

"...the official representative of capitalist society _ the State
— will ultimately have to undertake the direction of production.“

and: ' t'_f - ~ _ I

"hut transformation, ~ i " into jointéstoch companies and
trusts, or into State ownership, does not do away with the capit-
alistic.nature of the productive forces. ... The modern State, no
matter what its form, is essentially a capitalist machine, the
state of the capitalists, the ideal personification of the total

C-5.5.1- ii) ("w 1...}. ri- :5.-I (D I-1

national capital. The more it proceeds to the taking over of prod~
uctive forces, the more does it actually become the national cap~
italist, the more citizens does it exploit.“

Since Engels wrote these prophetic words the State certainly has
played an increasingly important part in economic affairs, first
of all by means of occasional and limited interventions in the
national economy, e.g. monetary policy, and more recently as they
planner and director of the economy. Incidentally, the Groucho

‘H
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“Marxists” of Militant, with their silly demand that the Labour;
government should nationalize the largest two hundred firms, '
would do well to heed Engels. g o p» - 'hi ,

In Britain, tendencies towards a Stflt€rCOntTOllGd'bHtt@TiV— .
ately-owned monopoly capitalism have been growing more pronounced
since the early 1960s. The National Economic Development Council,
the Eational Enterprise Board, the Industry Act, the Social Con-
tract and the Bullock Report are but a few examples of this trend,
But there is nothing new about this type of capitalist economic
organisation. In pre-war Italy and Germany it was known as corp-
oratism. as Sir Oswald Mosley, ~= father of British fascism, -
wrote back in the 1930s: it , * O

Ct{IT ('"

“The main object of a modern and Fascist movement is to establish t
the Corporate State." _'Q H L I I ._.

C....;.. .|...._...|I-1 OBenito Hnssolini outlined the key elements of, corporate state '
1. J-1as rollows: t =!, of y "" c  y t *> »

1. State control of wages, prices and foreign trade.
2. Prohibition of free collective bargaining.d ~
Z. State direction of industry and commerce. v To t
Q, State-subsidies for large-scale private firms.. r= .@Yo*.
5. Establishment of industry—widoicorporations with compulsory r

membership for owners and workers, i.e. "industrial particip-
ation”.

How these policies sound familiar because they are precisely
those which have boen_introduced by recent British governments,
especially Labour governments." In Italy and Germany the setting
up of the corporate state fgllowed the fascist seizure of state
power. In Britain it has been happening the other way round. The
emergence of a corporate state apparatus has pgecodod the estab-t
lishment of a fascist regime. ,Soffar, the monopoly capitalist
class have been able to maintain they ade of parliamentary dem—~1-:-, ii"-3 O

ocracy and have not yet found it necessary to turn to authoritar-
ian dictatorship, to outright fascism. ‘" atism is fascism
with a human face. Its chief architect has been and is the Labourr
Ps.rty . t . .. ' -

I .

.I
1.

THE 1;1o1'm: or *1;*:—1:5; Lmaoura Pmmr  ,

The governments formed by the Labour Party since 196a have
taken the leading role in gradually assembling the corporate state
machine. ,The Tory government of,1970-7% also played its part. *
But the Labour politicians have an advantage over their Tory col-y
leagues because Labour leaders such as Michael Foot and Anthony
*Hedgwood—Benn proclaim their anti-working class corporatist meas-
ures as “socialist”1 They try to deceive_f= tthe working class, _
by claiming to servo us with "socialist" Pislation when in fact
they act in the interests of the monopoly italist class. Of
course, there is nothing original about this type of “socialism“.
It was forcibly imposed in Germany during Hitler's time and was
called “national socialism“, or for short - Eazism.- Here in Brit-
ain, it is introduced by stealth and called “democratic socialism“.

("JG)U oc-to

_fiot only has the Labour Party been in the lead in bringing in
corporatism but it has also consistently pondered to racism. To  
give just one of many examples, in 1963 the Labour-government in-
troduced an_Immigration act which denies the right of residence
in Britain to British passport-holders without parents or grand-
parents born in Britain. In other words, it is just a cunning
way of keeping blacks out of the country without actually ment-
ioning, the t_er'_ms "race" or "colour" . is-;*’11at is more, Labour admin-
istrations have taken no measures to stop fascists holding mass
marches, with the_doliberate intention of provoking violent
clashes, through areas where black people live.
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One important point must be made clear. It is not a case of
the Labour leaders consciously being racists or wanting to bring
about fascism. But their anxiety to gather votes in General El-
ections leads them on the one hand to give in to racist demands
for anti-blacks iumieration laws and on the other hand to mount...._ L. .. 1 _ L3 ... .. .-

feeble and insincere campaigns against racism so as to try to pick
up the black vote. Labour, which has been losing support for the
last twenty-five years, need all the votes they can get and are
not very fussy about how they get them.

s Also, the Labour leaders do not see their corporatist meas-
ures as being fascist in tendency. Instead, the circumstances of
declining capitalism, a system which they have tried to preserve,
have forced them along
not what the Labour politicians say they are doing but the object- -

the cornoratist road. But what matters is

ive material consequences of their actions. And what they have
- ”"' -K‘ '"" .~actually done is to open up the way for lull—blooded lascism,

Labour's immigration laws have had the effect of making racism
respectable. Their economic measures have gone a long way towards
implementing the economic policy of fascism. As a result, one
thing is at last becoming increasingly clear to the working class
- the Labour Party is not our friend but our enemy. It does not
serve us but them the mono ol ca italist class. Social democ-

II:-iii 1 P Y P
racy does indeed pave the way for fascism. T

THE ONLY WAY FOHHARD

The working class in Britain has only one main enemy - the
monopoly capitalist class. But the guises in which monopoly cap-
italism appears are various. Its major political expression in
Britain.so far has been through the Labour politicians and the-L
section of the Tory Party led by Edward Heath. These “moderates”
have tried to control the working class more by deceit, with the
willing collaboration of the trade union leaders, than by intim-
idation. Their method has been that of democratic corporatism.‘

reducing working class
trade unions. But all
to reverse the decline
is showing clear signs
olt against the Social

They have been quite successful insofar as they have succeeded in
living standards and have neutralized the
of these measures have not been sufficient
of British capitalism. And new our class
that it has put up with enough. The rev-
Contract is beginning.

If within the neat few years the working class so intensify
their resistance to the corporate state then the monopoly capit-
alists will turn to outright fascist organisations such as ths
National Front. Big firms will step up their financial contrib-
utions to the NF and the courts will interpret the law in ways
that favour unrestricted fascist attacks on any working class T96-
istance. vThe monopoly capitalist class will ditch the democratic
cornoratism of the Labour Party and turn to the dictatorial corp-
oratism of the National Front. e *

- There is only one way forward for the working class in Brit-
ain and that is the revolutionary road. The only final solution-
to our problems is to rise up and overthrow the monopoly capital-
ist class and begin the task of constructing a socialist society.
The alternatives are, at best, passive submission to the Labour
Party's stagnating cerporatism or, worse, sporadic, half—hearted
and uncoordinated revolt that would push the monopoly capitalists
into the arms of rampant fascism.

1.

'\-.

ht the present time there is no Marwist—Leninist revolution-
ary movement in Britain, let alone a revolutionary party. Most
of the organisations claiming to be revolutionary do not clearly
and forcefully present the revolutionar alternative to the great

1...}
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mass of our class. Instead the Revisionist CPGB and the various
Trotskyist opportunistically fawn upon the Labour Party. There
is nothing these people like better than to find themselves sit-

tn

ting on the sane platform as a Labour M.P@ innd at General Elect-
r" ' . | .

ions they say, “tote Labour but for real socialist policies” or
"¢..but with no illusions" and suchlike confused nonsense. These
ladies and gentlemen do not seem to notice that they are the ones
with the illusions; that the working class has been steadily des-
erting the Labour Party since the early 1950s.u He, when the rev-
olutionary rhetoric is stripped away the Revisienists and Trot-
skyists are revealed as nothing more than left social democrats,
supporters of state monopoly capitalism. a- ' it o

1, The struggle against fascism can only be won by rapidly dev-
eloping the,struggle for proletarian reuolution. Both Labour
pp"?-toorporatism and National Front fascism must be completely

exposed as the twin agents of montpoly capitalism. Time is grow-
ing short. rThere is not a moment to be lest. tThe need to build

"U 1:11I‘) -r:*‘*'er:

is revolutionary movement based upon the just resentments and as-
pirations of the working class in Britain has never been greater.
Bfothers and sisters, let us set in motion this great reserve of

1- .

revelutionary energy. lAs Mao Tse-tung said: .7\ 5 to
. 1_ . | -|. _ - I |

_ --. |
I I ' . '_ I." -F I

I _ |

“The masses have a potentially inexhaustible > thusiasm for soc-
ialism. Those who oan only follow the old routine in=a revolut- t
ionary period are utterly incapable of seeing this enthusiasm. i
They are blind and all is dark ahead of them."  Y   

-e -o

'. . ' ' - .

Our task is to help develop and strengthen the revolutionary side
of working class consciousness. we can do this by following the
mass liner» ~e * = e i ~

"Tans the ideas of the masses and concentrate them, then go to
the;Qasses, persevere in the ideas and carry them through...”

In this way fascism can be defeated andfisecialism emerge triumph-
' . _ ||

. '. - _. . - J.
... . ,

I. - . I I .
I I . I . _ i-_: .-

. II . - I _ _
; .

I . . I. -

up Dare to struggle} ; J Dare t0 winlp

NTGTT I 1“~'1'GI{AlT{ e C C31-{UN IS T GROUP
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THE COLLAPSE OF BOURGEOIS DEMOCRACY
—
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Afterrtho war a series of brilliantly victorious revolutions occurred in Russia, Germany, Austria-Hungary, and latter
Spain. But it was only in Russia that tho proletariat took full power into its hands, expropriated its cxploitcrs,
and knew how to create and maintain a workers‘ state. Everywhere else the proletariat, despite its victory, stopped
halfway bccausoiof the mistakes of its leadership,“ As a result, power slipped from its hands, shifted from left to
right, and fell pray to fascism. iln a series of other countries power passed into the hands of a military dictator-
ship. Nowhere were the parliaments capable of reconciling class contradictions and assuring the peaceful develop-
ment of events. Conflicts were solved arms in hand, lg y ~

The Frcnohipcoplc for a long time thought that fascism had nothingwhatcvcr to do with them. lhcy had a republic in
which alt questions were dealt with by the sovereign people through the exercise of universal suffrage. l5ut on

._ -
- I .

I 1|

1

February Bth 1934 several thousand fascists and royalists, armed with revolvers, clubs, and razors, imposed upon the
country the reactionary government of Oouworguo, under whose protection the fascist bands continue to grow and arm
themselves. What does tomorrow hold? y ~ _ ,_ . was “I C “‘

. . I.. _ I

-Ir | ._ .
I I _

_ _ I I .'| 1_r||l'|'|

' .1.

|

Of course in France, as in certain other European countries (England, Belgium, Holland, Switzerland, the Scandinavian
countriodl, There still exist parliaments, elections, democratic liberties, or their remnants. But in all those
countries the class struggle is sharpening, just as it did previously ,in~ltaly'and Gcrmany.i Whoever consoles him-
self with the phrase, "France is not Germany." is hopeless. ln all countries the same historic laws of capitalist
decline. lf tho means of production remain in the hands of a small number of capitalists, there is no way out for
society. lt is condemned to go from crisis to crisis,.from need to misery, from Had to worse. ln the variousc
countries the dccrepitudc and disintcrgration of capitalism are expressed in diverse forms and at unequal rhythms.
But the basic features of the process are the same everywhere. ~ The bourgeoisie is leading its society to complete
bankruptcy. it is capable of assuring the people neither bread nor peace. This is precisely why it cannot any
longer tolerate the democratic order. lt is forced to zomash the workers by the use of physical violence. slhc
discontent of the workers and peasants, however, cannot be brought to an end:by the police alone. horsovcr, it is
often impossible to make tho arny march against the people. ylt begins by disintegrating and ends with the passage
of a large section of the soldiers ovcr to the pcoplols side. lhat is why finance capital is obliged to crcate_
special armed bands, trained to fight the workers just as certain breeds of dog are trained to hunt gama.t Theft
historic function of fascism is to smash the working class, destroy its organizations, and stiflolpolitical liberties
when the capitalists_find themselves unable to govern and dominate with the help of democratic machinery. '

- I.

The fascists find their human material mainly in the petty bourgeoisie. lhc latter has been entirely ruined by O
big capital,io lhcrc.is no way out for it in the present social order but it knows of no other. lts dissatisfaction
indignation and despair are diverted by thcfascists~away from big capital and against the workers. w It may be said
that fascism is the act of placing the patty bourgeoisie at the disposal of its most bitter enemies. l In this way
big capital ruins the middle calsscs and then, with the help of hired fascist demagogucs, incites the despairing
patty bourgeois against the worker. Tho bourgeois regime can be preserved only by such murderous means as those.
For how long? Until it is overthrown by the prolotarian revolution. | , ,ws~* *
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FASGISMI _ ‘WHAT IS IT?
I1." ._- .~ I
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'Mhat is fascism? The name originated in Italy, ware all thn farms of counter
~" revolutionary dictatorship fascist or not (that is to say, trier to the adventI

0'f-':if3_5gtj_I5mjIj_f[1.:[o:[;a]_y)? l *1‘ "i I ' 1 ll -' ‘I 1 I y J ~ »
i - -

I " _ l ll ' I
I | H1 L --.. __ _ ‘:1. ‘I I I - - | I _ . L I 1 ' I '

I I . -| P _ I I . I . - -
.| - I _ I I -I I _ _ \

II If 1 I‘ - | I. I " _ '- F 1- II . — l- - - I "

Ths*fsrmsrYdi@tat@rBhip in Spain @f*Prim@ d@=R¢v@raI l9§3+30, is called a fascist~»ldi@tet@r$hip by the Gomintern: Is this correct or not? ‘we believe that it is
l"Il'

-I

ll‘

IIH-III

--

ii

incorrect. I? '4 i so *' tI»s  ;t $f‘I.I- ~ ; I *; iv _- . ~@
1 I ' " -
- _ _ I ‘

' .' 1 " - I . I I _ _ I -
' I

I I ‘H -.'‘.-II _ ' ‘I

The fascist movement in Italy was a spontaneous movement of large masses, with
new leaders from the rank and file. It is a plebean movement in origin,
dirssied and financed by bis ¢s@it&liSt"@@wsrs.~v It issued forth fromJthe‘"" ‘L.

i ' ' ' ' 1pesky bourgeoisie,@the slum proletariat} and€even to a Cgrtain extent £rOm;s.
the proletarian masses; Mussolini, a former socialist, is a "self+made‘man7*
arising from this movement. =t:*w ‘t. ~. “ .%T.-  , ;= .;~ are ..* *~ _

. 5 - " .
' _I r I |. | I

. I I I | I‘ I - I

| | I I I I I II l ‘III - I 1

Prime de Rivera was an.aristocrat. He occupied a high military and bureau-
CTatiC pest and was chief governor of Catalonia. He accomolishsd his over-

¢§hT9W with tha Hid Of Stats and,mi1itery:forces.v The>dictatorshi@S Of Spain I"
- II&fl@rIt&lY‘ere toe totally different forms of dictatorshifi. 1 It is necessafiy to“

distinguish between them;s tMussolini*had difficulty in.reconcilingimanyioldiof”
military iflfititutions'With;thfixfescist militia" »*This problem did not exist ?i

_ _ ivfer PTimD.de.RiVera. I t -~*- Y v .1-.l l' * I I ' I ..~   ¢ i .~€v
- I i . I I

_ I _ I _' |I '' . . I _ ' I I
I

" I. I . '- I I ' ‘I
. I ' - . ‘I - .

I. I |, 1- _ _ II I g '|' ' ' " "1' ' F ‘
I I .:

‘The movement in Germany i5=&nfilQgeus;m05t1Yit0;thsIItalian. I It is a mass I4
movement5?with its leaders emplqying 3 great deal of $Ocia1igt'dgmagQgy_l
This is necesse3Y for'the creation of the+mass'movements  q . ? U .

I F 1' * - ' " I ' ' 1» - .. . . , . I _ __ _. I 1 _J I I :_ I I

§The,Genuine*basis £forIfascism)@is the petty bourgeoisie,  In_ItaLy it h35.¢
a very large base #‘the'pGtty'bOUTg§OiSi6 of the;t0wn$.andTcitieg, and the %
peasenttyI‘~ In Germany, likewise, there is a large base fer fascism, i _._ _

' * 1 I .' . ' -I -- '
I I 1 I I

' I _ -_ I _
I I I

I I I - I in. | ' |' -II I I | | I I i I | I
I I: _ L

It:eeY:ba said; and thi5,iS trufi #0 a certain;extent; that the new middle"
ClaSS!»th3 functisnaries of the state, the private administrators, etc.§ ~
can constitute such a base. But this is an new question that must be
analyzed. I . . I

b I ' | I II q I I
|. I III I r I _ _.| I I I I |qI II I . I

II I _ I I I- I ‘I- I I i I I | I
_ ' - ' ' - I. I I -

I - I ‘ ' _ _ . I II I | | I

Eli OTQQT t0 b? capablfi Of foreseeing anything with regerd to faseism,Iitw* ? I
is necessarywto have a difinition of that idea; ‘What is is fascism? c"what-at
1&TfiTitS b&S@, its ferm, and its characteristics? YHow will its development n
tekfi plac@?@ glt is necessary to proceed inva scientific and Marxian MannerI*

I I I
I I F _ I I- I I - "

I I I I I ' _ .l I I I | I 1 I -- i I I ll I --I. - _ -II I I I " I I
- I ' I I ‘I ‘I I| I I I I II | '\I I| - I _ I I
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SOME THOUGHTS ON THE F A A S A ,, 'V IGHT G IN T F SCISM g

1. Fascism is a phenomenon analysed first fromthe experience of develppments in1
tin Italy and Germany in the 20's and 30's. Therefore we must recognise both
the problems and advantages of historical comparison." "‘ “I 'r7@ *

_..I I I III .. - ‘I. . -
I. - . . ' 1 .

2. Gammon features of fascism in its]'classic¢ form are:  
II,d,"AIa, A situation of social/economic/political crisis. It 4- + A
I A vii; A failure of working class revolutionary struggle, I v” V ~ ;’A..’ii'|'

‘fie. A failure of reformism to squash or divert the workers struggles.
V, d. The organisation ofra mass movement of the petit—bourgeoisie (andr V

sections of the working class) based on_a general reaction to the crisis in both
vague antifcapitalist slogans andtied to nationalist, racist, sexist etc. i r A
ideology of bourgeois society. And such a movement fights both International S
Finance_(Jews) and International Communism; and aims to physically smash the ~
organisations of the working class. A _ A A ., 7 A EH17

e. The seizure of pewer— state power by this movement means the
temporary loss of control by the bourgeoisie directly in controlling the state
power, though sections of the ruling class back the fascists;w;.. and this
situation implies an extreme crisis indded for any section of the ruling class

I'-to choose this option. ’ 1 y w -| , v,»»
f. The fascist state sets out to smash the organisation of the working

class (fnotr-Q (notmerely integrate them)-since this is always the reality ,,.;
of trade unions under capitalism), and impose corporatist,unions,Ietb.It gIIt,

I - . L
.. I -- - " - . -

“I L.-

5; Situations like Spain, Portugal, Hnngary in the 30's must be seen asnn,
variations from this 'classical'pattern. It A I

- .-r

I' . 1

A. The situation in Britain and Western Europe today fulfills the firstII I
criterion but not, as yet, the rest.  i  '  O 1

u ‘ I

4 F -

5. At the moment the ruling class does not use the fascist'solutiOn', but a A
two-sidad strategy of confrontation and integration.d , if -
Integration¢.;;through the social democratic parties and trade union leaders,
with the Social Contract, Equal Pay Act, or Race Felations Act,
Confrontation/repression.....Immigration Acts, Shrewsbury Pickets, Conspiracy
laws, Agee/ Hosenball, Special Patrol Group.c y  ‘O  I I L

.1‘

6. No major section of the ruling class sees the fascists as a serious option
as yet... though there is a significant turn to the right (the edges of A
bourgeois democracy) with the pushing of NAFF etc. .   A e

.|- __

7, The role of the fascists today (NF,NP) is in several forms: I H
a, Repression/confrontation.., in an certain areas the police are

restricted, politically, in the use of force; here the fascists can play,aa
role (from individual terror... the Guerrillas of Christ the King in Spaingr =
or AAA in Argentina) to attacking trade unionists, minorities (Ordre Nouveau inOr NF >.  w A    r   t.   r

g ‘b, Ideological Role,,. §tru§tu£ing_the'racism, sexism, etca in the
working class/petit bourgeois embedded in an unstructured way flue to the r
conditioning and structure of capitalist society, and failure of the reformist
organisations to really challenge this. A n»c "deb n;r

. . _ ~. . I - -
' ' ' _ - r-I -. I _

| _ |
, .

I .
I '

I .
| . .

81 The National Front can be called fascist because of: TI I
j a. Its dynamic is outside the central organisation of bourgeois ~ >

parliamentary democracy (even in their use of the electoral machine). £1‘
- b. Their aim is to build a mass movémente not an electoral machine- ~ I ~

c. Their ideology is traditionally fascist-.not merely in the histor— l
ical links that their leaders have with fascist organisations of the past, but ai
also also in the applications of the lessons of Main Kampf etc.... the link of e

-. - I , '
I i -I . I |

antieflinance capital and anti-communism with the dominant theme of ultra-~
nationalism and racialism,..... Also.seems.ifi..;Also seen in the orientation
in the Trades Unions towards superficially anti-capitalist demands of workers

.- . Ii-. _ - "' - '

control, for shop stewards committees etc.; f_;r "T “ 7dL5 "T c"' I
I I

.-- ' '

_ _. - . II ,
.. _ ' _ I

I _ _'- I 'l- ' . 1 -||. ' _ _
"' _ I ' .. -_ . . I.

_ , -P | _ . .-

9, Here we must stress the difference from POw6l1-rWhO;hOldS to the arena
‘I . - . .1| .

_ II. ‘In. .

of bourgeois democracy.;.. while using the political muscle of mass agitation
around racism. A A I A



10¢ The implications for Britain;are:~ Y ”II;IMIwmI;;;Mg;;M;;wH_4,mQ_ammmw
a. the BF's orientation toImass agar especially affecrs its serious I

Wfirk in the;trades-unicnsq_eommunity»groups, (dUE]tOIth€IC1flSS structare ¢r<, *
Bfitaing I" ii 3gg_fi jIIn @ In I_n,;f _;* Linc _i§ a= I»n_w_A v"" gf“

be Its orientation towards jmassi work throughPthe*reactionary move;
ments of Festival of Light, SPUCE anti—IRA, etc

c. The especial impertanca ofgtheidanger of the*failure of reformismI "~
t9 give a clear alterna$iF§e§0jtharideologyqofothe?ruling*class aver national-

I '- - ‘II ‘I II 5 -I

ismi racism! SeXiSmit~iaaM“fiT T? Y i731?" " .'f' ";3*" E ~€$i"'~ = Ii._.. I ‘II F I‘ II I
I i - I -_ r _ I,‘ Iqa. ' i I

_ ‘I I I .,|' - ‘I _l- II II 5.-._-I ‘II I :II Iv I III I I I
I-' i ' , a.I I - ‘.l1I.I.1 I I*'I I I l_ " I ' ‘I - - - I - * I -I | i I. I 1 -

I -- I I 1' .l' "-' """' ‘I III‘-II II5:I'I.II.I". ' I ' I . .' _.I l'-I I- "' ' II‘ "' I IIIIIIIIII III
_ _ i - , IL , -I I - I. r. - ,I _ _ ,___ _I. _,, -. .

. I|,..II . I ,4 II II — _._‘ “II -III ' "' I "I I ' II-,... -

11. Aisojas a physical threat“ direct now againstrminorities¥(against‘gays I_
in¢Leeds, against blacks more widely)@a@g andain the future can beIseenfin’the““I
role of tne@Portuguese¢fascistsiaround'?7QB(bombings,~theipoIicy~of+tefisicn),For“

‘I

II

rrr - . ,p WWHIJ if Inhirnu
possihlyyinfthegintagration of the fascists into state repressive+organsI »~** jj
(as inqtha British §ascisti,movrngEmnto theaOrganisation‘for“the@MainFainand€I ”

‘II II I I 'l' Iii I I I -I II'I- .- I1 - .—' "-;;.. I- III: ‘ -I I IIIII-I *IrlI IIof Supplies in 1926 in Britain)» ‘*3? filiIt1§»1?1I@?fj oL*q~L"Jd"" "
anoimea,siicadoeiiecgIIs;osqsa@aacweessa,oi.oorinaoe1moga,ah»edTr.o

.. . ._I‘ TIL, I " . -.‘ ,1-I - -' '- - -. I'I" I I I I I I‘I I .~~-, I I III 1"!‘ , II ,. IL -1 "'-.JI"_'-.!"I "‘"_ _ LI‘ , .. II ' .-"‘ .'r..§_

eiuJveiiB-aaeI@:ei#+@¢~aHbF.1aAA€§§a1fl%a¢n¢¥?*A“4m@°n*“A”tdd ?iPi?ii%A*1B‘1di*“1-+~~1 - 1~ ~~rd~ I ~"" ~ ;~ ,-_ n,r"""fr ~a-ve,t§nrnaim5.io<
_ ' __[ |i__1_pII.p- 1.1 11-“ IIIII-I I.Ip-.-I--.-..--in-I.-.-1lII..I~l.-Ir1I.I Ir1'I5I'Ii_1—n.|Il|. ‘Fail ' ~,_' -. " II I -- -I I‘ -‘ - - I‘ ' ' ' -_' i ' II" 1I - ' I " '| ' ' I -" _ I. . ' _ - J " .|__I' ,, _ ' .'l.. I - _I 'II-' II‘ .1 '---~-"' - ' ' ' "' _ - ' ‘ I

_.I_ : _._ I I -' i ‘ ‘I -I I‘ I -"" II.,I ' " '-.-II III"' I I I 'I"' II I III I . ' . II‘ I II - -|_1.-I1 1 I I

. II I ‘I I 1 _ I I II 1 II II I I III
.'I I I I I.|l I‘ J - 1. ' 1 I II PI III- IIII II I Ir I- -- ,r~ -~. -. _'.. 1 .. . . .,- -.1 ‘- . - . . r--7"‘; -..'.- . . .

I I 1 II I “I I _-I III III II II IIII I II I _ I'I I II I ' : I I I ' I '- ' Ilr II I r \'-I I I ' I -II II- I ' 1 1 1 I I ' -.1 - - _=_-...-...-... - -: .: J. -- ~- ' J‘ ‘--* - "’“ -
' _ I. II II I ‘I _ II |l- 1. I' ' j - II I - ‘I ‘I . I- I I I - _ _ I I -I II

_ IMMIGRATION + 1MMienArIon_ggggnoLsr cI,,_ ,% I  I_I_ jfIwI,I F, II 1, ~ ~mJ ..  ».t  1 .r. we 4. w; .. S o" . ,"o. .*-.JW. A Rib‘;
Immigration, aaian European wide phenomenon, has beenfdeterminadgby thfisg f,uI
economic needs“ofAthe“capitalistfleconomiesl requiring labour during the
economic boom of the 1950fs and early 60fs,_and requiring both less labour and~ ,
greater control of migrant labour during the repessioncsihee the late,60's,h; q‘

i I. ,IIII ‘I III_ __-I I‘LI " _ - I ,.,.|.,, -- '-
i _I I

I I

‘\-

Immigrants have come to work in industries which the indig€nous,workers.were ¢.,F
leaving because of bad"conditions§’or“low pay (Health, transport,,foundries).  

. _ _ i .@i_ _ . w-I - I~'1 ~ !- - '"' "or to booming 1ndH§@TlE$'(GfifSQI. ; I;
. 1"-I .- I i . _._ _ - .. I

"The existence of_thisIimmigrationIgives,our_econQmY+greater flexibility I¢. I
since theIimmigrants"are”very mobile,IaraYwillifiS;IQ§swiIéHIfaCtoriesIandu E
regions, and if it becomes necessaryftofpecome compensated unempIoyed?I 3,

:*13£' ,___tv¢; _ "fi;eCp?sin¢¢N§fiVelle,I é FT€n¢h.emplQy€r$ maga2ine)- I
I. II. -I _ {II I I-I I 1|: I I i II: I _ I I IIIII I- j ._.. 1 . _ .

- I,_‘ ;I _. ..._ ' " .. . - ‘L. '-- "'--' " ' ' ' ' I ' I I 1 _
I

I
I I. ' _ I___ . I I _ ‘I

I_I- I i ._ -1 ' I I I I‘ _I It -II’ -I _.I I I-I r ' I13. l- . _ : I I I -

"Thanks to foreign§workers§“real wages are maintainedIatIa lower rate thanII
they would have been without them" '~’I"I I IIII I If “I

I (‘Journal des_Associations Patronales,Suisses' 1965)n;@ In _ I I
. | I I 1 I - _

. -- I I - I—I I - I I I II I I ‘I I I - ' I I I III I I-1
I _ I I I .|. | I . I I. -'_ I .|_ I
_ I _ I | I I I _ -1 I I_I I

| -:__I,I-.,I|'_"._- |‘~' -.I I _ .
. , ...L . Q-l 1» *' ‘

1 ' ' II ‘I I I I I I -I -III I ‘ .I I | -I I Ii _ I _ I l I‘ I I I I | I I§

As these employers papers point oht§IimmigrantIlabQur, if unorgahised, can be Q‘.,
used to keep down wages; it does'not require spending on education, pensions, etc
since most immigrants are_young workers; and they are more flexible (notiby ;; Is
choice)@ ‘ "*1 AIIIAY “ ‘ f"In O,.I,,I can-H.I§ , .; c

- II - I I- I _ I , . - I
_- I _ I II i -I i I. | ‘ _ ‘i 1 1| ‘II I II _ _ I F‘ I. II -I I I

II I I .I I . I II‘? '_I 1I"'1I I I I I III I I I -' __.I'_III I: I If II i 1 ‘ , I _ '\ _ - 1|--I III .

I Ir rg '" " ,'I {I -LI I I _ ,fi,w Qaryaaiijinsrmoafornia$$i§@$i-$i§raQIfi
The nOrma%rae¢heeieeae§§;¢eetra%céaaeaeaaeaaienneteeeeeaeiaathe*fi@eeareQtf@@;  .-»
SyetaaI%e§ErenQereeejeaemeeea;whera¢r@rra2a.freefieeeraesefiaraepeaeeeaorra @r »i1.
Africa?enter theIcountry on"a one year for less( contract, to a SpeCifi%i3€@fifliP
The employer must reusign the contract or the worker is deported, It means the
migrant worker will be deported ifIheror~shrijoins@aIfidliticalIorganisation _.o I
or trades union; or protests in*dnyIway againstIbad_conditions,Qspaédrup,,,I_ %
wage cuts, etce (1,OOOFs were deported from France who joined their fellow II I
workers in the 1968 strikes) Workers are also kept in"hostels' sealed off
from the indigenous workers? to increase isolation and control. I_ J _ I g I

‘*I.I._"' 1'"1-I. I...-.I|_..I '_IIE

'|I

- I , P I. I I _ ' I , I I ,_ .| _ . I .

J ' I I - I - ,I II I II -LI . ' _I.-1- I-1; ' " I II I I II

_ II 1- ' I'll.‘
_ I _ _ |, . - ' I I fl‘ - r

In Britain the existence ofjthe Commonwealth, and broader citizenshipIhas gt
confused matters for the ruIing class. Since thé”early¢1960f$_thQP€h, wed

| ._ - .- 3,. _- . ‘. ,,

can see~a range of attempts to draw immigration law closer toithe pattern of
the FRench~ior German'contract system ’ ‘y Iy””_nIfI,fI,I”Fr .I1.II. . ; ;
The 1971 Immigration Act ended tea right of Immigrants€toIsettle with theirfe
family,?now~th§y-can*only enter for a fixed period, for a_fiX@iIjQb,_and @~_

-._ I| 1 ... -I. I - 1 _ I "5. [ . 1

have no rrgha*eeYbring in nepenaaata;‘If IooF”;o“' ' ,1, f,“%, ,,. I
I ! I II I I __ -I |“- . . ' . I II; 1'III I II II I I . .|_, I '1. III III I=-.---1' - *"=. :' - '.II..I;---I-.i\II'l"--'illill‘-'-I-"I' 'I-I'*I- -

Under the:1962 Immigration Act deportation'of Commonwealth citizens was intro+ J
duced (if an immigrant broke a condition.nnder which entry was allowed) 1 ¢dI *
Under the 1971 Act the ground for deportation was if the Home SEcratary
"deems his deportation conducive-to the public goodHw;Y*-'3? *'P‘ .5 1 “

I. '_ I'|"I I. ‘l I I I I II II_ 1| Ia _. I I
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‘Ii in nlse more diftieult to obtain citizenship.
who was resident in this country for five years or more was

tare 1971 Q dsmmaawaaith eitiloa whe
' to become aentitled I

British citizen. Under the '71 Act he must ‘prove he is of"good character" and has
"sufficient knowledge of english". The Home Secretary can also arbitrarily refuse
applications.

There are further ‘controls’ on immigrants, in the fostering of racism at various
levels;i -1. through direct racist violence (fascist attacks, etc)

2. through racist demagogues (Powell)
3. through the racism in trades unions etc to the failure of the labour

movement to oppose racism at all levels
4. through 'institutional' racism....from police violence to built in

discrimination in education in education, housing, etc.
These all help to demoralise and isolate a whole section of the working class.

Our opposition to all immigration controls must be to oppose the creation of a -
layer of workers isolated and super—exploited, and to oppose the racist assumptions
built into these laws that it is to some extent or other the existence of immigration
that causes problems such as unemployment, housing waiting lists, or whatever,
and not the real causes of the contradictions of a capitalist economy, built on
profit and not people's needs.

>k=i<**=|¢************=l<****='l=='l=#**1-kzlcvl-==lt

AN OUTLINE OF IMMIGRATION LEGISLATION.

1905 ALIENS ACT - the first modern major restriction on immigration. It was
introduced following a wave of hysteria directed against the ‘hordes’ of East
European Jews who entered the country as'refugees'

1914 ALIENS RESTRICTION ACT— introduced against 'enemy' nationals in Britain.

1919 ALIENS RESTRICTION (AMENDMENT) ACT - continued the right to deport ‘undes-
irable! aliens after the war. (Applied in recent legislation, such as the Pakistan
Act)! l C

1925 SPECIAL RESTRICTIONS (COLOURED ASIAN SEAMEN) ORDER- further restricted
employment in the shipping industry. (Further restricted:1955 British Shipping
(Assistance) act.

' -i

1920 ALIEN ORDER ACT. — introduced after rioting in seaports against coloured
seamen; restricting the right of coloured seamen to get jobs on British vessels.

1948 BRITISH NATIONALITIES ACT.,
xixNxXEEENNNNNNEKEENXXNNXEENNNEXNEE - “

J

I
I I

I

1952 COMMONWEALTH IMMIGRANTS ACT.- The main provision was to limit the entry of
commonwealth workers to those holding one of the three types of employment

vouchen:— I I . . I,-I

_ -I
. '. _ |

-, I

Category FA'- Commonwealth citizens with specific jobs to come to in the UK
Category 'BF— Persons with recognised skills-or qualifications in short
supply in H.K. I p
Category 'C'- All other persons: priority given to those who served in
H.M. Government forces in the war, and then ‘first come come, first served‘.

1965 WHITE PAPER ‘IMMIGRATION FROM THE COMMONWEALTH‘ éabolished vouchers of
category TC‘, cut the numbers of categories ‘AT & ‘B’. Stricter tests of

eligibility for the entry of children 16-18, introduced, 1 It
Home Secretary given powers to deport at his discretion, without a court

ruling, any immigrant of less than 5 years standing, who he considers had flouted the
immigration regulations.

"I-

1968 COMMONWEALTH IMMIGRATION ACT. (in response to the racist agitation around
the entry of Kenyan Asiansi —removed the right of entry of British Passport

holders unless they had a lsubstantial connection‘ with the U.K. (i.e. at



I§least one grandparent born here ( the introduction of a "racial
5&3, lrdistinction in citizenship").

I|_ _. I
I
.. ,

I ' _
' I I. _

I I -

I I‘ _

1969 I ,IMMIGRATION'APPEAL§_ACT”~ introduced to set up appeals procedures for
A Ava;Fylintendingfimmigrants who are refused entry to the U.K. But it contained

a clause making it obligatory for intending immigrants to obtain entry vis&s— I“
~ -,;§‘@gj certificates from the British Authorities in their own countries.....

_;§§"; is where no appeals machinery was provided. Thus a substantial number of I
appeals were effectively denied a hearing. II ‘ I

- II III I . I
I. 1- _ .

I _ I I
_ . ' F '

I - l- '

I _

1969 THE HOME SECRAETARE ruled th§§§Commonwealth citizens engaged to women
living in the U,K. could not enter to{marry and settle. The woman must leave the
country and live with her husband. ‘*9

(June 1974» this ban was lifted)

1971-Q S _IZN‘v'IIioiI‘i.'}j;‘1.-v.’i‘1§.I‘I“.i _,1{*lT
",f§§;1Q Removes all controls of immigration of Commonwaelth citizens who have

at least one British~born grandparent (Patrials)
. §@2§ No others have the right to enter the U KU (non-Patrials). they need

‘permission to enter and need a work permit for a specific job with a specific
employer. Admitted for one year and permission may be renewed for three

more years at the Home Secretary's permission. 5
_ »@, 3. Dependents have no right toenter but may be admitted for the duration

_l of@the work permit only. §I f
,_ 4. Commonwealth immigrants subject to controm have to register with the
oN,*Depdrtment of Employment. ' I
; Q5, The power of deportation extended and ‘deportable' offences made

I.. I I . _

N Ngretrospective.One—time"illegalmimmigrants, no longer subject to deport-
iation, may be deported.é,,fYQr”g§;s§‘ ,

- I I ' _ r I I I I.. - . -1- -
' . . _ ‘r |- ' _

_ _ I, _ . . I
I |. _ I. _ -

- , - ' 1' I

_ . . . , _.-I I - ~ I . I
_ . . I -. - -I-

_,."':(19?j“ Police set up Immigrati9n Intelligence Unit)
I. ... _ ,
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. .1 ' . ' ' -. . -- , .- : ' - ‘r - '
. l_I - _ I- ' _ I - I I I
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1973 EUROPEAN QQMMQNITIE A§T;§§extended_to the UK the EEC‘s ‘liberal’ prov-
isions for ensuring the free movement an people within the community. Modific-

ation of two of the cardinal principles underlying the 1971 Act was nec-
,essary to comply with EEC law;- 1) All non-patrials should for immigration

_ “purposes be treated alike, irrespective of nationalit y} *2) that the
A admission of workers and the conditions attatched to their leave tn remain

. :';.-I.

should be closely related to current labourIdemands;o ‘4‘5 S r*9*”
_ . ll ' I

_ ' I I . _‘ _ _ I-i .
. II _II _: _ _ I: -I I.-‘I I - - I .§: _ ' I I . II I. " '

_ ' 1 - 1 .-\. ' I I

1975 Pakistan Act; e_Following the exit of Pakistanafromgthe Commonwealth,
7 Pakistanis resident in the U.K. given the opportunity o§,taking British

I citizenship or being subject to the restrictions of non~Commonwealth
citizens. ~ N» I . I A vii‘ f IQ O I‘, -I

_ I . . 1 - - ‘ I . -_ . I

. -1 1' - . - -
l I I .I' ." I II . I . .I I I

I
I - . ' , _ .I. I - I I. | I J _ | _ i 1 I , 1-‘-

. . I I. |_ I
I . II ' '

1975 LORDS RULING_QN_THE IMMIGRATION ACT.- made retrospeotive the 1971 act
rulings on illegal immigrants? until April 1974 I I

19731 PREVENTION _o_1j_ TERRQRIS1‘/I NEr;;X (TEMPORARY I PROVISIONS)- important; bearing in
relation to deport ation, powers of policeto hold, etc; A - N vi‘ 1

I ' ,l | F

r II - .*. ‘ |

I I I ‘I I ' I - I

????? ‘NEW NATIONALITY §§T_ » floated by Labour Government, to reshape the 19#3
A Nationality Act, to enable the fimxnxnmantx removal of Commonwealth cit-

izenship and the reduction of those affected to the same level as ‘contract‘
workers in the EEC. I c . 1
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Today, Powell is not a dreaming nightmare. He is not conjuring from a
fevered imagination the blood that may stain the green grass of England's
pleasant land. He is~describing,:as an ememy dE5BIiUE$¢ FPP 5§?PPQtP PT 5
section of the working class which has proved its ability and intention
to turn this potential into a visible and viable political power.

Listen again "I have been describing forces which invest the new Common-
wealth immigrant and immigrant—descended population in England with the
sort of power which cannot, in the nature of things, remain enexerted. The
consequences of the New Commonwealth immigration are not static, they are
dynamic..,.,the picture is not that of a province or v;rner of the country

-T -- I . _ -1-ll"

occupied by a distinct and growing population, that would be perilous enough
It is of the occupation, more and more intense, of key areas #'and, it may
be added, of key functions — in the heartlands of the Hingdom." , Y
Powell makes it clear, to critics and admirers alike, that he acknowledges
this power of black pepple with extreme reluctance. The antidote for him is _
the force of white nationalism that exists in the working class. There are ‘
two alternatives he proposes, to this drive of black working class power:
the state must take a stand and not be driven to affording the black pop-
ulation and concessions, real or sire. It must make no acknowledgement of
tconcessions through fear. The frustrations of the white working class must
be turned into a movement to stop the blackse T I v

Harping on the second and final solution, Powell predicts ‘civil war‘. The
whites must not join us in our assault on the police in Notting tall, in
our demand for an extension of the social wage, in the struggle around
housing, in our refusal to do shitiwork, in cu; opposition to the social
contract in iddustrial employment .They must fight us. They must not stand
by bemused or confused by the battle betwenn blacks and the state. They
-must unite behind the slogan to chuck us out of the country so as to prom-
ote the conditions for civil war and heavy state intervention. I

—

| 1

' I | F r I-

Apart from this call to civil war, Powell has nothing to offer the white
masses whom he addresses through his loudspeaker of the British press. His
economic pooicy bf the nineteenth century free market cuts no ice. es an
Irish M.P. (he represents the Protestants of jouth Down at westminister)
he has failed to represent the anti-British sentiments of the Irish Prot-
estants eho want tt break away from direct Britssh rule; do is the moat
popular leper in Conservative politics, Flirting through his black speeches
with fringe groups like the National Front, who draw power from his senti-
ments, and votes from his endorsements of their programmes of repatriation.

_ . - ‘I -

Powell has been the most fawous loser in the Conservative Party, refusing to
I ' ‘I -
T

serve under Heath, being denounced now by the newcomers in Conservative pol-
itics such as winston Churdhill Jnr. who have accepted the influence of the
black vote in their constituencies and are seeking to organise it under Con-
servative Asian and west Ind an leadershi .  7T“  'f' -TP
r . F F I _ I I I i

what's to be done about Powell? Uarioue organisations within the race rela-
tions industry have called for his prosecution under the Paco Relations Hot
Q Labour MP has construed his wrds as provocation likely to a breach of the
peace, The editorials in the press, following his speech, concluded that
Powell had put himself beyond the pale of respectable politics and debate
by seeking to stimulate attagonisms between blacks and whites.

and yet, prosecutions under any sot will not stop Powell. Neither will denun-
ciations of his logic in the Guardian or criticisms of his views in the Spec-
tator. Here is a man whose political power HWU future depends on the white
working class reaction to his call to arms, against the black population.
He has described the potential of the black movement in terms which no pol-
ititian has dared to use. The defeat of Powell means tho defeat of the na-
tiolism that is still port of the exploitable cultural consciosness of sec-
tions of the white working class. That defeat cannot be brought about by any
'ideological‘ effort, by any ‘raising of consciousness‘ through leaflets and
resolutions. It can only be brought about when white workers recognise, as a
contribution to thier own struggles, the power, the method, the very mood of
blacks who make a move on the streets of Nottinghill, in the Asian ghettoes
of London, on the shop floors of factories, in the industrial centres of Babylon_e_/{gr Tomw CCLLECTIUE.

I |1I 
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l Ig MR ENOCH PU¢l1_.LL M P — ON LOVING ONES NLIGHBOUR

by In a Sunday Fl‘./lanno domini Interview" the well known Christian Mr. Enoch Powell
gave his views on loving ones neighbour. The interview from whichwe print a
short extract below was printed in 'gThe Listener February 10th 1977. . . .. "-

T.‘ . . c .would it not be true to say that one of the assumptions itrmight well
be worth it making incur society is the tassurnption that our fellow citizens, of
a different colour, for example, have». an equal right , with us ,“to be here?

| I.
_ ' - I

. . I
I

.. . I _ .-
. 1 _

But that was a. legal assumption that you made, you introduced the expression
‘right to be hero’ . A right to be here for a person, not a citizen of they
United Kingdiomand Colonies by birth, is something which is created by law, - c

‘and tcanbsmdestroysd by law. y '  y y T ~ , g

My relationship towardsia Frenchman because ‘he is as I am‘ will be the same as
myirslationship towards an Linglishman because ‘he is as I am‘, but our juridical
reposition is d'if_fe1'ent;i and if you ask me  ‘has a Frenchmantho right towthe. fran-
chise in a general election in England! ?p Then I w shall say: ‘Hold, on agminute
Ilve got to look up statute‘ .

—
_ .

I -I

Let us suppose that my assumptions about a fellow human being lead mo to the
conclusion that he has no desire to be part of the society in whichhe tem-
porarily finds himself, and that , avon if he shad, such is human nature that, I
in given circumstances, his“ presencehore, through no desires of his own, will ~
contribute to conflict. g Now, that could be derived fromean entirely respectful
and an entirely candid attempt to value and to understand another human being.
Indeed, very oftenl find myself in a tube tra.in,i sitting oppositeto people
whovzmanifcstly come from the Far East and saying to myself: ‘Now, there must be
%a. framework in which that man sees himself and his life and his future and his
children, ta. framework in which he sees good and evil . . ‘D . How remotely in-
accessible that is to me, how remotely. inaccessible mine must be to him‘. In

rs, senso¢,*T here it is tho rs-alisatlion of mutual incomprehension which is part of
loving one's neighbour as ,_ones's self. . . 1 . . y  ye r I

I .I ' F

| ‘I

"A right to be here for a person not as citizen of the United Kingdom and Colonies
by birth", is something which is created by law and can be destroyed by law. "
This is of course what Powell did in Practice, when Tory Health Minister he
resolutely defended the right of people to work in tho ‘mother country F. Now
these people wanted not so long ago as super-exploitable labour power‘ have
become "surplus" to the capitalist economy,- Mr. Powell th,ereforef_bslieves,“ their
right to live in Britain "can be destroyed by law". t no doubt could
without effective opposition from the working class who do not share Powell's
fetish for bourgeois laws enacted in the interests ofthe capitalist, class.
It is clear Powell secs no contradiction in the bourgeois idiology of Chris-
tianity, and the philosophy of using "fellow human beings" and then Tdiscarding
them like a. crushed egg shall. Neither should ho - there is more. He merely
updates the Christian doctrine which designated black slaves as ,"sub-human".

I!-
I

'1

~cont. . .-

 



"I.

Further on Ps"s11‘s "assumptions" lsed him to Certain conclusions about his
fellfiw human bsing- "In given circumstances, his presence her, throu h-no
desire of his own, will contribute to conflict". Presumably ohe ngivgn
circumstances is Mr. Enoch Powells polite euphenism for the present economic
rscesslon.

Powell is correct when he says it is no desire of his fellow human.being T
(Powells euphenism for black worker) to contribute to conflict, The
desire f0 (Tsflisll conflict lies entirely with disgusting racialist dem- ~
ogogues such as Powell. jBy this inflammatory speeches he attempts to P
incite reactionary racial prejudices inherent in thewerking class.
IRaCial prejudices inbuilt into the class by bourgeois society itself. p
By using black workers as a convenient scapegoat Powell attempts to ,,
divert workers attention from the economic failings of capitalism, Tfihg
fact that he has been at least partly successful in the past is a warning
that must be taken seriously by the revolutionary lefit. it A h

Pfiwell 8993 On to talk about his fellow human being from the FarYEast5whot
he surveys in the tube. tThis person in Powells vies must have a "frame; T
work". in which he sees "himself", his life, his future, and his childrens".
Powell finds this persons "framework" remotely inaccessible as the personw” 
must d0 his-t Leaving aside what Enoch Powell MQP. was doing slumming it T
inha tube train, no doubt he would find anv workers lifestyle "remotely" ~ H
inaccessible". P Incapable of uhderstandihg class differences. FBy doing
this Powell hopes to make important sections of the working class become
tled to the bourgeoisie, rather than identifying and percieveing their 7"
own class position, which is fundamentally and absolutely opposed to the
interests of capitalism.- It must be the policy of‘the:revolutionaey>~ l
left that he will not be allowed to succeed. N 1 P“  , ,;_

1 _. _

s Ted T,

‘I .
-1 i » ;-_ , ‘ .CONCERNING POULLL

.Anyone interested in Powell can.read Paul Foots book "The Rise of Enoch
Powell"-,y A shortee critique of Powell is presented in the excellentt
"Norkers Fight" — Phoenix Pamphlet No. 3. I "Racialism and tha'wQrking P
tllass". As well as an open letter to Powell it contains an article of
the same name by Joe Nright an extract of which.we print below. .i. .

-'n. '

- - - -t I ~ N 1RAGIALISM AND THE NORKINQ GLg§§

IT1S NO USE ARGUINGFMITH a hard-core racialist. More words are of no
_ 1

use. t They are sick people who need to focus their hate on another group
of people. _g N N N T

Ir

- I .+ .
' .

' - I

Let's look, though at some of the common, reasonable-seeming arguments of
mauy'white workers. The Bosses‘ newspapers plug these ideas and arguments
about the social services, the Povercrowdingi island‘ etc. - with one thing
in.mind: to divide the working class against itself, to drive in the ruling
class wedge of racialism.
They are arguments that must be taken up every day. How must militants
answer them  cont, _ _ _

. ._. 
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wmc IMBHGRATION mu ALL? prev NOT eveavoma: T0 are on-_m coummr?
I . ' ' - '. _ J

-I I _

Nell, "everyone to his own country" -has hardly been part of that British Phil; s
osopliy. In Rhodesia, for example, the "British unlikeltyhe hg-Lrragsgd
anduexploitcd imnugrant tpcpulationsof thirst country, "re'1~m"=e minorityltwhicth ax..-
ploits and dominates the rest of the population. F

Th*'=l"- 1"°V<3I"i?=‘-1'lt- Of WOI‘1<@I‘S from the poorer countries to the richer countriesis
Qssantial Part ~91??0s.pitalism. Intergral to capitalism is the tieiaivstence of
‘free labour P -- workers moving from the countryside and small towns tiyntiosthg -t
big city @"1P1°Ym@1'-U3 centres.  U t I i U w “Y :6

- I I‘ . I _\l' I

1|. . _ ' I II .

I I r I I
I ‘I ' I I i

AI. I - I III - | - ' -

As capitalism became a world wide system, so did 'freet1ab,@ur:, spandwtoday-fithergi
ls hard ly a capitalist country i.nthe ‘world which does not ;have= animmigrant N
population. ' ,,g_ ‘_ lfi g  he t y I q -pH

| r . '
I‘ I J. i _I . |_ I

I |. i .| I
I I I I I _ 1 . . I -

| ' | " I 5. I _ -l_ I

I ' ._ I

But the big iIlCI‘E-&1S~%3 in P5081] WEII‘ iITll”IligTE3.'ti0I1 came as the deliberate regult Qf
government There was a labour shortage in many basic industies‘ after I
the war andt:tl"1is<~bsecs-111*-"i acute in the early fifties." I The .tgovernn1ent' mounted’ I
lavish recruitment campaigns-in Africa,- India, Pakistani and the West "Indies.

‘I ll - _ I I I I. -
I .

I -I -'
U Il . I I . -

t | | I : - I . .

I ' -- ." I -I. I. -I. I _
' ' . I1 I _ I

Indeed ,;_ such, people as Duncan Sandys, who now call for repatriation ttoured_t 0 I
Uganda and Kenya, {appealing to ethos African Asians that should take "
British passports and come to;tBritein“."i" _ Potential immigrants were promisedstt
a fuller‘ lif in the British 1m'otherland' and many took up the offer.

. I ,
-I _ | I -

. _ . _ " ' ‘I . ,
, *‘ -I-. -'

ll

HAS'NT IMMIGEaTI0I*€ causes Ul~I3MPLOYMEl1T* 1 ~ T “  it
In 1966 the average "monthly unemployment was*3o0,000 by 'l9’:70 the 1
average had risen to 603,000 and as we wellneknow by the end of 1971 it was
running near the million mark.

What had happened to immigration during that period? The answer is that
taking into account ALL immigration 415,000 more people had left the country, p
than had entered. How is it possible to say that immigration causes
unemployment? _ , g  t

i . ‘. ' I
I I I I _

. ' - ' ; , -1"". . ATHAT 1\/mm sea: so, BUT Tm FACT STILL 'R;;illAINS THAT T1-m..'ae_, 1 1"£[LI.I,ON,BLp,(}K
PEOPLE IN THIS counrar mm mam misuse all-1I[LLIU0N UNE1‘/IPLOYUED ear not YOU  
EXPLAIN THAT? v      I .' y
But you might as well say that there are one miltlion people with ginger hair,
and fI‘@01<l1=fi1S, and that it's they who are causing unemployment.

I‘

In the 1930's there were§.3.»,.milrlioni unemployed -- -whotwould you say was res-E 1
ponsible then? _ F __ I; 1 P l;‘=v i

' .- ' -. - - - . 1
| | I‘ .| |. I _ I . -

J . -
I

I | I F ' I I .

J . ' ' I I _ I-
I

Unemployment is part and parcel of caioitalism; with every slump in the economy,
unemployment rockets. It is sheer lunacy to think that unemployment can be
solved a campaign against black people, since this would disrupt the Tworkiflg
class unity which is essential to fighting unemployment, we muatyidemangiq fighe
right to work asa right for the whole working class and _in,upARTI@ULAR;f@I.ii;j- I
black workers whoare ,' more often than not, the first "to be made rodiundsant.”  

F . _ I
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WHAT ABOUT SOCIAL SERVIOBS? T»?'E'RE TOLD THAT BLACK PEOPLE ARE A STRAIN ON
OUR SOCIAL SEIRVIACES?

Why do you talk about ‘our’ social services? It's not 'ours' - we don't
control it do we? f 1 A

But the working class as a whole PAYS for social security. And black workers
Pay l~IOR.i3"for social, security, because they often come to this country already
trained,,becau.se they come when they are young and thus a higher percentage

|
' r .

are employed (and there are, for a whole period, very few pensioners).
. J

Bearing Lin mind theghigher proportion paying contributions (and creating
W98-11311 generally) look at the fig'u:c'es for what's spent: A

Average- for total pop: A A £62.11.
i _ Average for immigrants A I T-£48-' '7

(Figures, for 1966, from Colour 3: Immigration in the U.K. Institute of Race
I fol 1 Relations, 1969) i

Thus black immigrants, proportionately, pay more AND take less from social
security than whites. If there were no immigrants, the social services
would be WORSE. i  1

These figures amount. to a scandalous cheating of the immigrant population.

1.111 workers are cheated by the state.» ?Of"*the wealth which the working class
Created (bosses and, machines by themselv'es,,produce_ nothing) and is taken by
the state, only a comes back through social services. A whole lot more
is actually spent on purposes directed against the working class, like the
police and the army.  1 '

But those figures show without a doubt that black workers are especially
Cheated.“ q. _--

.l

WE‘R%} ALSO TOLD THAT BLACK PEOPLE CAUSE HOUSING PROBLEM
I

' -1
‘I

J .

. _ B _

_ I

How many black bujldding workers have you seen? Quite a* few? And how many
black property speculators are there? Probably not one. Who caused the
rise in prices? The building workers or the speculators and land owners‘?
and how many of those black workers that you see building modern houses are
going to live in them? Not very many. A _

Most black people are forced by low wages and discrimination to live in the
old slum areas of the city centres. Again, they are the worst hit victims
of the housing crisis.

The sort of logic which blames black people for bad housing and umemployment
also blames the working class for rising prices. Most trade unionists know
£1111 W911 haw to answer that argument. would vigorously reply that it
is the government and the barons of capitalism who cause rising prices.

Isn't the answer to the racialist lie that black people cause unemployment
and bad housing ;1}XAOTLY SAME? Joe Wright.
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 ei  - 1,   "T res Lsrr AND res NATIONAL racer   
I : ‘

,"Only one thing coulsd have stopped our movement - if our adversaries had under—  
_: stood its principle and from the first day had smashed with the utmost brutality

the nucleus of our new movement." ; Hitler‘ it ,k ~, IQ
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Oounter+jemos,'Pickets I ,gg;,;Q,Qu;ig$~H,.;.,-_ o
HOW h&$ th6 left Shaped up to,the National Front? 1The answer is, usually, in the most
abject fashion imaginable. For instance . . . whenever the NF has held a demonstration
of e rally the left opposition consists, for starters, howls of protest to the approp— 1
riate local government authorities, "Don't let the fascists use the Town Hall". Then,
after their protestations have been rejected, they stage the predictable counter-demon-
stration picket, which occasionally ends with a bustpup involving the police (whoI
protect the fascists with such determination that, so far, there has been_gg major clash
on the streets between left and fight). as a sideline, adventurist elements such as if
International Socialists might furtively depart from the main march and in a vain,
attgmpt to enhance their 3Street—fighting" image try to tackle the NF by themselves,
which results in a nymber of arrests and injuries with as alsqus the unfortunate in
"bT@fikflW&Y8" Csming off for worse than the NF1 Meanwhile as another sideline, tiny cl
icliques of screaming Maoists attack police lines Kamikaze style, and this time theypl I
and everyone unlicky enough to be in the immediate vicinity end up getting their heads
ki¢k5l in by Z@&lOu$ C°P5- IEVETY Shade of leftism is represented during these mani— II
festations, the smaller groups in order to increase their tiny stature adopting violentI*
phraseology which they are incapable of fulfilling with actions. I " “ “5 I “
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The platform is always bontrolled by as ad-hnc committee, with usually the GP in,con- »,
tr°ltbEhi3l the scenes., The cs doesn't use the platform for advocating the use of Q  
violeneeaagaanst"tne"NF; sometimes, in fact, in order to conveyhthe impression th§t”7”5-
they are just as respectable as the Labour Party, they even go so far as to say that . I
anYb@lYu3in%th%platform to propagate the use of violence against the NF will bed r ”
slung off.pd As at Hyde Park, where thegleft successfylly occupied Speakers’CprnarA,
to prevent the NF from marching there.) 1 ,_ .~e. 1 - it ,§“*»,' is ' JI2
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Tackling the Front on‘the street I S A I I A
The left, in challenging the NF on the streets, has for the most part fallen flat on 1
lFS fa9@:)3lthOu%h_by the images projected in their papers you would think that every‘ I
tlme th6NF_?6DtUT@dint° the Strsetg they were defeated decisively by a mass turn+out
of the Wfirklfig-CIQSS left. Unfortunately, or fortunately perhaps, each time the left
attempts to reacn the NF they are prevented by the police, “The truth of the matter is
that the left is unable to make a real physical impression on the police or fascists. A
what haPP@n5 5“@$tim@8 is that we have tie Spectacle of police beating the shit out of
thR3l@fti@5s While tn? NF looks on from a safe distance, sniggering or cheering, TIM
ddepgniing on hnw Vi§SHrOu$lY the Oops are layins in~ all that's achieved in these,)Istruggios is hundreds of arrests and injuries, and at Red Lion Square (an example pf. o
what I m thinking of) an anti-fascist was killed by the police, I think that ph1g’,i
because the left is unable to devise tactics and'strategy to suit the situation,
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fropaganda directed against the NF has taken on the appegrango nf W gngll inqustry
with even the most obscure left groups churning out a mass of pamphlets. Despite thglg
tremendous amount, all these pamphlets and articles are of a low cslibre They all <€=7

. - I _ I III .. “I " "' ' .9 1-for instance, lay stress on the QTifilHfility_fi£$th$ leaders of the NF,Y Ne are treated 1
to the same old photagraphs of fyDlfll§:ln his nazi uniform; They never go much further 1
never attempt to analyse why the working class never turns out en masse to smash the
Front, or even why large numbers of Horking+class people subscribe to Front-type iigag,
Theyare at pains to point out that NF lenders strutted in nozi uniform, embellished
with swastikas, but who has any use for that emblem now? 1Today the British fascistsI
Persia around veins the Union Jack, and it's "unpatriotic" ea insult the flag, isn't
ltf ~(ThiS is the view of the OP more than other left groups.) In a book wfittgn
by a OP hack, Tony Gilbert, called "Only One Died", which deals with the government
lflqulry lnto the Red Lion Square riots, the author in giving evidence claimed that the
N€tPls0lng the Union Jack on leaflets was a "Misuse" of the flag, But this isn't isolated _
¥ltH€SS th: revolting behaviour, the chauvisnisn, of most of the groups involved in the

" ,_, - .-1* _.;~_ . ' -.. ._, , . .a est anti fascist movem,nt, during the QEG referendum. Most of these groups regard
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th6 imp€TialiSt blFndbQth knfiwn is wfiTlfl Ear TWP ES * &nfii_f&SCiStL HQW many timfis - '

have we been subjected to speeches containing sunh gems as "Free speech for fascists?
That was decided on the streets of Stalingrad . . . or Berlin? ad nauseum at anti- __
fascist events?g TQO many times, I think‘, vi» 5 =1, ,w ‘ " ~ 1 p= ~"p
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i I I‘ ' IWith theégrowth of fascismin the country (and indeed, worlwide), with the struggle

against it, a magazine emlusively anti-fascist has emerged, "Searchlight". The contents
are detailed and informative (and 5 recommend it for this) but on the other hand its  
tone is legalistic, "patriotic", trade-union oriented. For examples,lthere~are?opeh~€“
lettfiffiltfi Roy Jenkins requensting him to ban the NF, and articles urging the government
to create stronger laws against racism - laws_which, as we know, end up being used ' if
a€fiihSt the antiffascists, like the l936 Public Order Act, Writers for Searchlight
Tafl€é‘fT°m]I3,hfifikS to right wing Labour MPs. # T, ; ' d“ -  pd” ef' T  
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Left and anti§fasgist“Tactics IT l%;'L T  @”.' ‘ T: v 1i d  _
Qneofthemanylweaknessesofthe left has been shown by their misunderstanding og the
use of forcezg dt‘s all right for the trots tn.don their bovver boots and chase a few e
fascists around the back streets (a task which they find heavy going at times), 'But jh“
what happens when the flfirfi reaches proportions of another dimension?i They are, Iim_ pi
afraid, left high and dry. In London's Camden High Street the lefties held a meeting T1
t“ 9i5¢u5S“tactics for opposing a Front march. Ls the delegates arrived they were men-,
aced by NF heavies who told themrthey would be back later.i They were, firing a shot- 1
gun Chicagogstyle from a car and shattering the window of the building. dThe reaction by
of the lefties inside? They called the police, and then? Why, they are surprised by, T
the lack of interest shown bythe police! ,Lll these left groups knew where the NF head—
qu@TteT5 were at that time (50,Pawsons Ed, Croydon) but they remained unéattacked. Th
Such is the respect the left has for conventional mehhods. H couple of weeks after this
event$_th5 I$G instruct their members to tmmn up at the Hyde Park rally wearing crash .,
helmets, but even this minimal effort is rendered useless when a police snatch squadtddd
pluck an unfortunate fro m the centre of the IMG defensive circle and arrest him,VTf pp;
after the rally has finished the lMGers put their helmets into plastic bags and sneakt,
away in the most nervous fashion. Worse still, when the NF held therir vile’"marchd “o
against (black) muggers"‘in London's East End last summer, the opposing anti-faseisttd T
march» futnumberifig th6 NF by more than 4 to l, formed up only five minutes from the
fascists‘ dpparture point. Yet when the anti-fascists marched off in the opposgte T T, 1
diregtion even Searchlight commented, "The counter-demonstrationJwas~attended*by"hearIy"Ti
five thousand people . . 1 but this rally had failed to grasp the fact that it was in T T
their pewer to have halted the fascist provocation, by just non-violently standing in  
lts Path ?§fQ?@ 1? gfh under way. WhilSt it Searchlight we are against violence and ;-
see no point in fighting Wlth the police, we must respect the handful of youngsterst g
who stood in the path of the march only to be bntoned by the police."  
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But more recently, april 24th to be precise, things showej a turn for the bgtt@r,,g5 flee,
at Brfldffird Wh€f€ ceunteredemonstratmms faced lOOO Front marchers, The NF were protested
by large numbers of police (as usual); they provoked the violence by damaging.hsian- i
owned shops while police stomd by and did nothing,_ The anti-fascist, though,_3how§d
they could fight with some success: bricks b¢fitTes and beer cans were hurled at the Fonr.
Barricades were dr gged across the street in an attempt to halt the fascists, aha whens
the pOllCGi&tt&Ch€i the anti-fascists, they too were showered with stones and bottles,
police vans were overturned, and attempts were made to set them on fire, numbers of police
were badly injured including numbers of the mounted police, zThe number arrested was 30. '

J.
1 ' -“Contrast this with events in London the same day, when¢2OO marchers mostly foam the g

Nazi "British Movement", were challenged by abrut 500 anti—fascists. There was a battle.
in Trafalgar Square between the anti-fascists and the police - mostly members of the
Special Patrol Group, who brutally beat up the outnumbered anti-fascists, injuring many
while police casualties were virtually nil.r I think we have thing to learn from both
events on the 24th. T T y ' * TT T
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Fascist tactics  s. —
Front taotics are more brutal than the left's:ahohymous attacks in back streets on mi1i_
tants and immigrants, and even worse,1pouring paraffin into immigrant workers letter— 
bOXeS ind setting light to it: the list is endless. Then, on another level, attacking -
th6 $mfil1 bffikfihhps and headquarters of sectarian l ft~wing groups (like Maoists) if
“Wing tb the distance and size of these groups, few, if any, reprisals need be €Xp6Ct€d, T
Pacifists and liberals make excellent targets - they donit hit back, iwhen all these, T
attacks are combined, the fascists gsin a formidable reputation. The NF are also
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becoming more daring in that they attack leftmwing demonstrations such as the Troops
0ut Movement demonstration which was fairly successfully attacked by the NF on 2lst Febw
at Sheperds Bush Green. There is evidence that some ultra-rightists, members of the
NF included, are training in forests with menbers of the Territorial Army - and that
during these manoevres they are armed, 0n another level the Front pick up most of their
members by running in elections; during the last General Election they picked up ll3,000
votes, (mostly in working class areas). The Front claim that next election they will
field over 300 candidates.

I 1 I?Is it worth it.
Is it? “Nell, for groups like International Socialists it provides a fine chance for
recruitment, as a reading of "Socialist Worker" a couple of years ago would prove. For
example, it gave coverage to small local demonstrations against the Front.; after the
demonstration the IS would hold a small meeting where "six young workers" or "five
Asians" then joined I5. at Leicester the IS even erected a platform after the large
march (with its star speakers) to advertise a meeting that they were holding in the
evening - a straightforward recruiting effort, But, as for fighting them? .hfter all
the NF are not supported by the capilast class who prefer the Labour and Conservative
parties to run the State and look after their interests. To receive support frm@.even
the most reactionary capitalist elements the NF must prove themselves a competent
labour-gashing, strike breaking militia, and this so far they have failed todo, although
some maverick characters, ex-Military, Striling and Walker, have attempted to form
privat aamies to use against the working class. The Front have been successful in their
infiltration of anti-working-class organisations such as the National Federation of the
Self€Employed, ratepayers groups, and in some areas are gaining a dangerous foothold
in tenants groups and trade union branches. (Searchlight is well aware of this).
Liberals and Pacifists say "Leave them alone" "Fighting them is a prevention of free
speech" or "If you fight them you are just as bad as them" - head-in-th-sand attitudes
which provide a fine argument to do fuck-all. 0n the other hand real revolutionaries
argue that capitalism and the state are the main enemies; true, but the NF are dangerous
for the working class in a way that the "legitimate" representatives of capitalism
dare not be. It is important to tackle them without negating the class stmuggle; d
after all the class struggle_l§ the best way to tackle the NF. Small groups of revol-
utionaries who because of lack of resources or pressing commitments elsewhere don't
attack them directly should make it clear that if they are "bothered" by fascists they
will pay them back in an unconventional manner.

Nays to fight the Fascists 0
For anti-fascists out on the streets this is a question of tactics. I'm not against
fighting the fascists in the streets, as you can guess I'm all for it; the trouble is
that its totally predictable how they are challenged. (Whenever the fascists have a
march or meeting, Hey presto! a counter demo or picket. What should be done is say to
occupy the hall that they fascists are going to uses, before they tmrn up, or if they
have a meeting make it difficult for them to get out. When fighting the police the
anti~fascists should (if there are enough of them, and if they are angry enough) follow
the wonderful example of the people of Bradford, When the Front march, instead of form-
ing up miles away from them, the anti-fascists whould assemble at the same point the
fascists are due to march from, thereby ensuring that they find it impossible to assemble,
let alone march.
When the NF held its "march against muggers" a small group of anti-fascists (400)
broke from the main anti-fascist march and ran off to meet the fascists. as the fascists
were well protected by the police, and there were 1000 fronterg anyway, the gnti_fa5ciSt5
marched on the sides of the march on the pavements, heckiling the fascists and threatening
them. Because of this noeone joined the Front's march - because of the constant barrage
and because we informed people about what the NF were all about: People did however
Join the anti-fascists (and we had a lot of fun and talked to lots of local peolpe.
There were about 6 arrests at the end of the march, at Homton.
all “the? things apart, the only thing that will eventually smash the Front is the
Very thing that will smash capitalism - a mass revolutionayy working-class movement.
Revolutionaries must work to build this - the most important task of all. -an inkling
fifhmiss action was shown at Leicester, where the Front haeld a march in support of the
ti iFe workers at imperial Typewriters". Only about 700 morons turned up to march with
g § font. Meanwhile in another part of the city more than 5000 people, including manny
hsian workers and whole families, hoined the march. It was a great occasion because
the Whfile immigrant working—class community was involved in the strike that led up to
the marches, Eventually the only thing that will eweep the fascists off the streets
is mass mass working class action.
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The Question of Fascism and Racism in Britain: the nerd for a revolutionary
strategy.*

It is not surprising that the NF and other far right formations have
achieved prominence during the recent period. British capitalism faces
~erious problems internationally and at home. The downturn in the world
economy and the sharpening of Imperialist competition has taken its toll on
the British economy....Racism has become the staple political issue of the
right. The House of Lords decision in October I97h to the effect that a
colour bar that prevents blacks from joining a Working Mans Club in Preston
is not illegal under the Race Realtions Act, actually institutionalises racial
discrimination. The recent spate of racist actions, most clearly illustrated
by the response of white workers at Imperial Typewriters, highlights the ~
scope of the problem. _

The question of fascism and how to deal with it has become a political issue
among revolutionaries in Britain recently. Unfortuanately, this issue has
been discussed empirically in reaction to Red Lion Square, the debate over
‘free speech‘ and the activities of the National Front. Given the confused
and emotimnal assessment of fascism in Britain today by most of the left
groups, it is necessary to attemot a clear anaysis of this problem and to
evaluate the issue from the point of view of revolutionary theory.

What is Fascism? _
For many people, fascism represents a dangerous social movement which is
associated with memories of Hitler and Mussolini. Fascism is seen as a kind
of disease, a force that is separate and unrelated to democracy. This view
often argues for a struggle ofia democratic bloc against fascism — for
example in Chile the CP is attempting to reintroduce democracy by the form-
—ation of an anti—fascist bloc. The notion that all classes have a common
interest in fighting fascism is a political conclusion drawn from seeing
fascism as merely an anti-democratic and pathological deviation from the
bourgeois norm, a conclusion superficially supported by the Allies stuggln
against Nazism. But fascism is not some type of désease that su denly attacks
the body politic of bourgeois society. The development of fascism in Italy,
Germany, and Spain...was the outcome of a specific type of economic and
political relation between classes in capitalism facing crisis.

Fascism is the political expression of the inability of the bourgeoisie to
resolve its crisis through the'normal channels'.The impossibility if contin-
ued capitalist accumulation given the general conditions in the world economy
and the balance of class forces internally, provide the starting point for the
fasfiiot Optifin. The general historical role of fascism is to transform the
existing conditions If production by re-establishing profitable production.
In order to bring about the centralisation and concentration od capital and
increase the productivity of labour, fa cism must destroy the organisations
of the working class which, through their activity stand in the may of the
restructuring of capital.

Under peaceful conditions bourgeois democracy is the best instrmment for
reconciling the contradictions generated by capitalism and for maintaining
the interests of the capitalist sifinxx class..But the develorment of an
economic and politicrl crisis distmrbs the stable social equilibrium on
which the rule of the bourgeoisie rests.Working class militancy and the
untest of the petit bourgeoisie who increasingly lose faith in bourgeois

* This article is an abridged version of one that appeared in the Discussion
Bulletin, Q, fisril I9?5,written by Frank Richards. Like all articles
published in the Discussion Bullvtins it represents the views of the
author and is not necessarily a position of the Revolutionary Communist
Group - John Kelly.
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democracy, lead to the_paralysis.of Parliament. The "harp class differences
can o nly be resolved outside the institutions of bourgrois democracy. In
order to re-establish a new form of political regime, the ruling class relies
upon the mass movement of the angry petit bourgeoisie. A pre-requisite for the
development of a mass movement of the petit bourgeoisie is a collapse of
confidence in their traditional leaders and parties.

The dissatisfied and int disillusioned petit bourgeoisie provides the mass
basis for the fascist movement. But fascism as a mass force can only grow
and evelop when the conflict between the bourgoisie and the proletariat has
reached an impas e, and where the proletariat, owing to the capitulation of
its reformist leadership (and the absence of a revolutionary party) is
unable to go forward to seizing power. If the leadership of the working class
is uhable to s olve the crisis of capitalism in the interests of the '
proletariat, the demorlisatio of the working class offers the fascist
movement new openings. The acceleration of fascist activity during the period
ofimpaase between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat increaskngly tips the
balance of clas forces in favour of the bourgeosdie. Thus a revolutionary
situation is squandrred by the reformist leadership, the proletariat is ,
defeated and the bourgeoisie opts for a fascist dictatorship. The potential
danger of fascism today is a direct result of the inability of the reformist
leadership to take the working class forward as the crisis deepens.

The Question of Fascism in Britain
Despite the deepening of the crisis of British capitalism it is clear that we
have not yet reached a stage where the conflict between the bourgoisie and the
proletariat has led to an impasse, nor has there been a collpase of confidence
of the petit bourgoisie in the tracitional boorgois democratic institutions .
The struggles of the work ng clas have a‘ local and sectional character
and the reformist leadership has hegemony_over mosy of the British proletariat.
The relative success of the'social contract‘ demonstrates the viability og
the bourgeois strategy of class collaboration, at least for some time to come.

We should not however be complacent ab out the possible threat posed by the
forces of the far right. The post-war boom has ended and sections of the petit
bourgeoisie, white-collar employees, small businessmen and small capitalists p
have begun to feel the pinch of the downturn ih the British economy. Inflation
has given new lifs to a number of fascist organisations which have existed ‘
continually over the past thirty yrars. The mosy important of these groups ,l
the National Front (NF) has come into prominence as a result of their
electoral and other activities.

The NF has recently supplementedits electoral image with a growing number of
demonstrations and physical assaults on members of left organisations and
pickets. The areas of race hatred and nationalism, the bread and butter of
NF politics, have recentky been complemented by active support for the cause
of Orangism and the SPUC anti—abortion demonstration. In July I974 the NF
opened its first office in the North of Ireland.

The NF toes have a base od support, although this base is far from having a
mass character. During the general election of February I9?h in which the NF
fielded 54 candidates, they obtained 75,870 vmtes. This toatl vote for the HF
represented an average of Ih05 votes per candidtae and 2.5% of the average
share of the vote.In 6 seats (all Labour held) the NF obtained more than M%
of the vote. In the October I9?h election the NF ran 90 candidates and
increased its total to II2,0000 votes - but its average share of the vote
was about the same as in February, I,?OO votes per candidate. The electoral
performance of the RF demonstrates the potential threat that this organisation
may pose for the working clas s in the future. -

Racism and Reformism

Racism and c auvinism have come to have srong roots within the Britisn
working class. During the height of the post-war boom, the issue was not



given the prominehce~that it receives today. A certain degree of racial
conflict eXisted,...but with the end of the boom racism has become an
increasing y important force in Britain. Quite clearly, racism is not
incompatible with the overall reformist perspective of the Labour Party and
the Trade Union movement. L

-I-

The logic of reformism is based on the appearances of society as it is.
Reformisyts within the labour movement have as their aim the redistributtion
of'national "ealth'. Trade unions aytempt to get a bigger share of the
'natioal cake‘ for the working class. However when the natioanl cake stops
growing the working class is the fmrst section of society that pays for th e
problems of capitalist production. In such periods thn competition for the
working class slice of the cake ( jobs, housing, social services etc.) .
becomes intense. Since reformism accepts the nation and capitalist relations
as natural, it is not capitalist production that is blamed for the
deterioration in the standard of 1 iving of the work ng class. Reformists

- seek to explain the criis facing the workers by pointing the finger at
speculators, individual cases of mis—management etc.However, this explanation
of crisis provides no alternative to the fascist explanation, as this letter
written by an NF member makes cleag. ,

‘A manual worker myself, I am all in favour of proposaks which make
life easier for the working class. But if the Labour Party is serious
about its aims for_improvinQ the lot of those whose who face daily
drudgery....why do they continue to repudiate those ares where public
ownership is really needed?....Puhlic ownership of industry and _
services cannot give real control unless the financial system is in L
public hands.....(Bristol Fvening Post,5.8.7H) ’

I-

This letter could have been written by a radical reformist. Depicting the‘
problem af capitalism as one of circulation,i.e. financial greed,rather than
as one of production, both fascist and re’ormist pit forward explanations that
are strikingly similar. The fascist will then go on to clinche tthe argument
by pointing the finger at Jews, the Irish, or today the blackd. As the
working class finds itself competinfg for jobs, 'foreigners'will become
obvious scapegoats. The reformist perspective based on a ‘Great Pritair‘ and
an acceptance of capitalist relations of production is uha ble to K
effectively counter racist arguments. -

The material basis of racist ideology lies within capitalist production itself
In cspita;ist society the contractual relationship between la hour and capital
appears to be free and equal. The worker gets a ‘fair days wage‘ for his work.
Wage—labour masks the fact that the worker produces more value than he receive
in the form of a wage and that workers hrve to choice but to seal their
labourpower.The unequal relation between classes and groups caused by capitali
re lati ns of production does not appear on the surface as the outcome of
cepi alist production itself.Equalityband freedom are the slogans of the
bourgeoisie; free wage labour and money exchange would seem to suggest that
capitalist production generates equality instead of inequality. So,
according to the bourgeoisie, inequality, where it exists, is not a function
of capitalist social relations for there is equality of opportunity, but is
due to natural differences betweéh individuhls. Unequal talent rather than
uneaual opportunities are the cause of inequality in the ‘free’ capitalist
.society.In the early nineteenth century it was argued that the reason why the
working class was poor and lived under the most appalling conditions was
their natural laziness, their proclivity to drink etc.

Racism above all sees various races as being naturaaly unequal. The poverty of
Africa and Asia is seen not as aresult of imperialism, for apparent equal
political and economic relations hide the manner in which the West
dominates the Third Torld, but is explained, rather, as the result of the
indolence of the natives. The bourgeois notion that inewuality id due to
natural causes thus provides fertile terrain for racism.



Racism and reformism are perfectly consistent with each other. The anti-
Irish sentiments expressed during the recent Scottish strike wave
demonstrate that militant trade unionism does not mean the absence of
chauvinism. The response of certain sections of the working class in the
midlands to the Birmingham bombings shows the scope of the pnoblem posed by
chauvinism.In one case, the National Union of Hosiery and Knitwear Workers
supported white strikers against the promotion of blacks at Mansfield
Hosiery.At Newly foundry, West Bromwich, an AUEW official allowed
different rates to be paid for blacks doing the same job as whites. As long
as theses chauvinist traditions r main in the labour movement, the growth
of fascism under the crisis conditions remains a possibility.

The Struggle Against Fascism in Britain

Fascism is obJectively'speaking not an important threat to the working
class today. But the domination of reformist ideas over the working class
opens the door to fascism in the event odf a revere social crmsis. The
struggle against fascism must have a two-fold character;the fight against
reformist ideology, which in this case means taking up concretely those
areas where fascism can breed, that is racism and chauvinism.And secondly
by taking up concrete struggles around issues which confront the working class
and to which fascists address themselves. The first seeks to introduce an
inyernationalist stanspoint within the working class, the second attempts
to counterpose a revolutionary stategy to the reformist and fascist
solutions on particular issues. In practice the two levels of struggle
are closely linked.

The fight for Internationalism y t _

It is not an exaggeration toesay that the Irish question is one of the main
issues facing socialists. The close relationship between the far right and
Orangism demonstrates the reservoir out of vhich chauvinist ideology flows.
The building of a movement in support of the selfdetermination of the
Irish people and the i mmediate withdrawal of British troops from Ireland,
represents the central thrust of an independent class policy against the far
right today. The formation of a movemnet in opposition to the racist
immigration laws is a necessary corollary to an internationalist it '
perspective of undermining the basis for future fascist activity.

Ehe Political fi;ht a;ainst the British Fascists

The National Front responds to the issues that develop and preoccupy people:
they put forward thei£_ "olutions to the major political questions. Through
articles on the EF6, inflation,unemp1oyment, trades unions, housing, women
and racism, the fascists attempt to shoe the relevance of their ideas.
These ideas have to be fought against politically. The left has odten tried
to fight the National Front by labellinf this organisation as fascist;
indeed, rather than confronting the NF politically many of the left appeal
to anti-fascist sentiments dating back to the thirties. This can be a
dangerous course to pursue. The link betoeen the National Front and Hitler
is politiacaaly irrelevant today. What is important is to fight the NF in
relation to tod"ys crisis.

In places like Leicester the growth of the NF is due not to a sud n
infatuation with Hitler on the part of the white population. The strenght
of racism and the influence of the NF in Leicester is due to the reflection
the crisis has on jobs, housing, social services etc.The anti-fascist
struggle in Leicester can succeed only if revolutionaries wage a seious
campaign on issues such as Eousing and counterpose a real, independent class
alternative to fascist demagogy.

Today there is a widely held view that fascism can only be defeated
thrfiugh Zhysicsl confrontation. ‘Smash the Fascists‘ become the key
51066“ 01 this approach ~ an orientation which offers no political
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alternative to the fascists. The‘name ‘Cable Street‘ is evoked ad nauseam
to demonstrate the trflth of this theses.Politically this oriensation is
wrong and factually there was much more to Cable Stneet than smashing the
fascists. The CP in the East Fnd (despite their political weaknesses)
recognised the need to fight fascism on mts own ground. Piratin,a CP ,
activist from Stepney recalled:

‘I remember well the constant discussion in the Stepney branch
committee of the Labour Party. There were those who said..."Bash
the fascists whereever you see them".Others among us asked
ourselves - How was Mosley able to recruit Stepney workers?‘

(P.Pieatin Oul Flag Stays Red. London,I9h8,pp.I?-I8)

Mosley and the fascists were able to reruit fax workers from the Bast End by
taking up the questions of housing and unemployment. The CP took up these
questions and organised‘effective Yenants Associations and unemployed
committees.By intervening in these issues and demonstrating in practice who
was responsible for the conditions of the workers in the East End, the CP
was able to erode the working class base of Mosley. This is the central'
lesson of the anti-fascist stru;gle in the East End.

The success of the CP in using the questions of housing and unemploymnet
against the fascists should not blind us to a fundamental flaw of the
Stalinist strattegy - the absence of internationalism. By taking up the
fascist concretely the CP made short term gains, but without fighting for
proletarian internationalism these gains could only be ephemeral.

The British left has been incapable of seeing the threat of fascism in any
sense other than an organisational ome. Despite the various one-sided
approaches to this question, all the groups on the left have one common
denominator: an inability to grasp the need to fight reformism as part of
an anti-fascist strategy- in other words a failure to understand reformism
and chauvinism. The political issues on which the NF is mobilsing are not
taken up diectly against the NF.The NF is approached organisationally rather
than politically and the assessment of the NF is abstracted from its concrete
character within the conflict between classes and the political xsiutisn
problems to which the fascists address themselves.

The IS approach the fight against fascism organisationally and moralistically
The struggle against the NF'has to be waged against the organisation as
sUCh, not in yerms of winning the worming class away from chauvinism. This
oreintation is based on the abstraction of the NF from livinfg forces and rs
reducing the role of this group to that of the shock troops of the
bourgeoisie. IS argues that ‘Fascists only anderstand violemce',This may be
true, but revolutionaries have as their aim the destruction of any potential
political base for fascism. IS turns the issue upside down. They urge, ‘never
mind the fact that the in certain situations the fascists will grow in any
case given the hegemony of the rcformisys - lets make life dif icult for them
now‘.

‘If we can deny them the use of the streets then the Front
becomes a much less exciting group to join. If joining the
National Front means not exciting para-miltary parades and
intimidation of black people and trade unionists - but instead
rotten eggs and broken bones - then support will be lost‘ L
(The N tional Front;the new Nazis. Socialist worker Pamphlet,p.IO)

Support for the NF is because of their‘exciting para-military parades‘ and
not their politic l approach according to IS. This is the wistaken view of
seeing fascism in purely organisational terms.Since the feature of the NF
is its‘determination' to win, the way to fight them is by taking being
tough er than the fascists.

" ‘It is not the ideas of the N tional Frony which attracts mosh;
I-

 



gsupporters - it is the feeling that they are going to get something
done. The key for the left is to show ourselves even more determined
than the fascists.‘ (ibid.p.lO)

It is not seen as a question of ideology or political strategy, just of being
better militants than the NF. The dangers of thés position are all too
evident. IS emphasises fascism as a cancerous growth rather than thinking about
the conditiné that gave rise to frscism. In practice, the fight against
fascism is reduced to a series of physical assaults.

The INGs orientation on this question is to call for opposition(or mobilisation)
against fascism.Their argument is that the left cannot wait until fascism
becomes a major threat and we must fight them here 'nd now.Thus the IHG
substitutes mobilisation against a fascism abstracted from the concrete poli-
tical issues for a serious attempt to win the working class away from reformism
and to Commit it to an ahti-racist and anti-imperialist position.Of course they
say it must be combatted politically, but in terms of their actual approach
politics falls by the wayside. c _

' To emphasise this (physically attacking the NF - JK)at the
expense of the political and ideological stuggle would be
suicidal. Nevertheless it is necessary to give special emphasis

to the'military'side of things when dealing with fascism, because
it is in this side of the coin that the g eatest political
weaknesses, even of the far left, are to be found.‘
(Fascism.?mash it Now! The case for no platform. IMG Pamphlet p.15)

By laying sgecial emphasis on the 'military' side of things the IMG falls‘
into a position which they themselves have characterised as 'suicidsl'.For the
ING what is special about fascism is its violent nature, therefore the need
for a physical response. '

‘We have pointed out that thereis little int he programme of the
fascists which is uni ue. Whatiis es ential(sic) to a fascist

1 movement is its capacity to carry out violence, end to do this
from the very earliest d-ya of its developmeny.(ibid.p.I3)

This is an abstract notion of fascism which draws an apolitical conclusion
from a dangerous political phenomenon. r

Hence the IHG,like IS, believes that the fascist threat can be destroyed by a
type of psychological shock treatment. To be fair to the IMG, in their
latest pamphlet, 'Frscism and how to Smash It‘ the military side of things
has a less important place in the argument. No doubt the debacle at Red Lion
Square had some influence on this shift in emphasis, but nevertheless the
‘bully-boy‘ version of fascism still lies at the core of their argument. J

‘Without being able o march through the streets - and esp-cially to
conduct acts of public intimidation by marching through black areas e
the Front will not be *ble to act asa pole of attraction. '(ibid.p.9)

Why dose the IMG manifest rush valiant fighting spirit against the NF? The
clue to the IMGs orientation lies in the following passage.

‘The workers‘ movement hatss fascism, and rightly so. The Front  
does not present itself as a fascist party, but culitivates its g

'respectability' by posing as a ‘workers ' organisation‘ through "
taking up yoliyical issues on which workers often quite
spontaneously take reactionary positions. By exp Bi 8 the FT°nt
for what it is - a fascist organisation - it is pos ible to

lead the workers movem ent to quertioo any of its own backward
traditions by showing how dangerously exjosed it actmally in t9
fascist infi'tration.‘(ibid.p.II)

“hat the IHG is ssying here is that mrny people hate Nazi Germany etc and
that if Qnly we (zap; <;ira\'.' the 1 ‘hlt between the bI‘0‘.'.*!":. shirts and U18 1~.F then
we wiuld build a bigger movement. Father than thking up t0d@Y5' 159995: the *
IRG wants to take the working class on a sentimentaljourney to the daYS Of
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Dunkirk. And in fact, the IMG, like IS spend their time exposing the NF as
fascists in the hope of striking a positive chord.

The IMG argues that fascists 'aim...to strenghthen the state‘ and ‘provide T
one of the cuiting edges for the acceptance of strong state methods by the ,
masses'.The simplistic notion of the NF as the bully boys of the bourgeoisie
leads to the view that the central threat of fascism comes from their role as
the shock.troops of the state.The IMG5 failureto analyse the material basis
of reformism and other forms of bourgeois ideas leads them to a crude and
mecanistic version of the class struggle. Today, the danger that faces the
working class movement is not the strong statet or the fists of the NF,The
greatest threat facing the labour movemnet is its own reformist consciousness.
The hegemony of reformism over the workijng calss unde mines any moves t
towards independent class action. As the aftermath of the Birmingham
bombs i1lnstra5es, the ideological asualt of the bourgeoisie found a r+ady
response in the trdde unions. For the IMG the most significant development is
the repressive legislation passed by Parliamant.For revolutionary communists
the main danger is not'Jenkins law'as such, but the chauvinism generated hyxthe
withen the working class which allowed the law to be accepted with such minimal
opposition. s

The fight against the NF has to take up their arguments concretely, not merely
by calling for opposition to them.Nor do we shrink from physical confrontation
where the deface of the we rking cdass is really posed as in theattacks on
Republican marches or the bombing of black organisations. We seek, indeed,
to mobilize the labour movement in defence of these interests. But for us, the
physical side ofcombatting fascism is a political question, based upon what
is objectively necessary, not as a means to raise consciousness. Only the
independent organised force of the working'class, led by its conscious
vanguard, can provide a guarantee against the fascist threat, We must fight
the reformist leadership that is an obstacle to this class independence.

‘I-

Fevolutionary Communist Group.
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SQXISM, RACISM QND FQSCISM

.Some points for discussion: _
Opposing racism is not taken very seriously by the Antifascist Committee.‘

‘Opposing sexism is almost totally ignored} it tends to be thought of
as a'fringé issue, but it is of central importance., is
In the total fascist view of the world sexism is completely tied up e
with racism and nationalism. p - y  
Fascism is a form-of capitalism, but they are not the some thing.
we need to examine the different kinds of fascism and the different
situations within which they develop.
Sexism and racism existed before capitalism and won't simply disapear
with the nationalisation of factories and banks under workers‘ control:
on the other hand we will get rid of niethsr until capitalism is ended.

The famil and the ourression of women and ma s
The family is the first place where the identity of the individual develops;
it services the waged worker, organises the conditioning into male and
female sex roles and promotes hetrosexuality as the only acceptable form of

' ' e ' of women and thesexual experience. Fundamental to this is the oppression
suppression of gay sexuality. q _ ”

Racism im-erialism and the international division of labour
ion and distortion of mainly non-white cultures is the result of_The oppress,  

imperialism. It has used the people of various races and countries in differentld
‘ways thus organising the exploitation of people right across the wor . *

Nazi Germany
-I I _ i

h'l t of the left ignored sexism, the Nazis combined sexism racism andM 1 e mos .
nationalism so that the‘perfecfi German mother and the Aryan man would produce* Th‘ ' lved first of‘pure children for the Master Race and the Fatherland. is invo
all a certain amount of controlled sexual liberalism and then a fierce
repression of independent women and gays.

Conclusions

Divisions of race and sex are dampers on working class struggle; fascism
exploits these divisions; we need to develop working class solidarity.
The basis of the Antifascist Committee needs to be questioned. How far
does it coma out of the self organisation of women,black people and gays?
How can we understand the appeal of the NF in the crisis of daily life?

These points are controversial even among ourselves,
but we hope they will spark off discussion.

.- __ -- __ .- _|- - ._ .|__ , _. . _ ,_ __ ..|_

These notes were esepaired for the first of a series of educationals
arranged jointly sg the Black Peoples Freedom Movement and Gay workers
Nottingham, Autumn 1fi?6
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This is a write up of a discussion of some members of the Gay Workers Group in
Nottingham to try and prepare for an educations. on this sp nsored by the Anti—

T . Committee. It could act as the basis for discussion generally (with some
points brought out byga speaker) or it can be used by gayr coups to consider

thB'FCl§tiGL;Ri?$ between gay and women’s oppression,the family,lahour power
and capital, and fascism. p T

u'I-“‘ #'$‘lj'-'. flif ‘iii:MHZ
I

At;anvanti~fascist demo some years ago in L€iC€StGy some 'antifascists*Lhad a i
go at the National Front. When they returned to our deme they came back with th
the cry ‘They were cissies —they were like fuckin‘ womeni'.

This attitude towards women is common in the antifascist and left movement,many
more examples could be given.'Be a manyprove your masculinity & fight the NF‘.

.--i

W6 Want to show how sexism Q which pracygcally means the oppression and the
exploitation of gays and women ~ is unbreakably ties up withwracism and
nationalism in the total fascist view of the world.We donit think that fighting
racism is taken at all seriously in the antifascist committee and the struggle
against sexism is almost totally ignored. Opposing sexism e which includes r G
dealing with it within ourselves ~ is not something of minom importance which

can be added onto the major issues of racism and nazism (like the token mention
of gays in some AF leaflets}.but is of central and fundamental inportance to
-the fight against fascism and to leading to a revclutionary movement capable of

leading tora Yfresb society‘. _ _
. .. __ 1 W. y . . _I-I - _:m(:_LQ:jiE ABOUT’-’ and 1 I'.1£i"".t 1S ls made up of‘?ré-T.) -1U7 L5-1.__QW DOB gg ;4kJ.A.,. - . H H . c

+It would be unwise to linger too long on how fascism develops in particular
countries rather than others » these require more intensive attenrion later.
The first*thing though is that fascism is a form of capitalism. It's'not an
unusual and exceptionally nasty event which working—class people and capital-
ists_alike can get together and oppose. When the world—wide capitalist system
a is in profound crisis.as it was in the 1930'5 and g§_gg§j it can be conven-

V ient for international capital to use fascists in particular countries (or is
‘“it national capital?). The defeat of the Popular Power in Chile in.t974 which?

was endanganed American plans for Latin America and for profit-making generally
was done by one kind of facisst coup. This is different however from them. y;
‘Classical’ kind that developed in German; in the 30s which had a mass movement

behind it. The National Front and the Hational Party in Briuihn at the moment_p
are being used by some parts of capital (e.g. parts of the Gobernment,business

-"the press etc.) to promote racismyencourage the work ethic; and so to widen “
the divisions that al§§gdy_enist within society. While capital may try to usef
fascists to do some ofh their dirty work, this doesn’t mean that fascism anddi
capitalism are the same thing, not that as far as capital is concerned that

fasciam.canit sometimes get out of hand. h

It would be useful,sometime,to examine the different conditions in which
fascism grows? and its various forms. Agricultural and economically dependent

IPortugal was different from highly-industrialised Germany. The Gorilla dictat-
orship in Chile is not the same as the mass support in Mussonlni's Italy.Why1

"did ltaly,Germany and Spain turn Fascist? The reasons might include: defeat
G of the workers movement in those countries (Spartacists in Germany 1018,the ”
Otalian Factory Councils;Spamish Revolution T937): German ‘races’ livedt _
beyond the ioundaries of the Fatherland: Germany not_unified: German capital
cwasn't allowed any space to expand after the deal of the First World War: how
do we see Stalinist Russia in the same period ~ mass slaughter,very repressive
state etcetera.

I - ‘
_ I I I
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Fascism offers a ggjgggglgst solution to what are,in fact, international
problems. As we said earlier, fascism is a particular kind of capitalism -
“it feeds Off_&nd'd€@pET§ divisions that already exist in capitalist society so
th"t working class soli arity and togetherness is weakened and the daily theft
of human activity continues to make profits out of us.Let's look at the I: I
divisions of sex and race and Cdctiicridcr how fascism intensifies these.

A
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Neither racism nor sexism exist only under capitalism. Both existed before and
neither will just disappear with the nationalisation of the bank and factories)
under workers control. At the same time we're not going to get rid of sexism
and racism without making a revolution against capitalism. y

Racism is fostered by the international division of labour - that is by a policy
of treating different races and countries differently,giving a better deal to
say,white north american workers than to black south african workers, Similarly,
sexism j$§fOBt€r€d by the sexual division of labour where the woman's role of
unpaid housewife and mother is kept subordinate to the man?s role as breadwinner
and boss within the family.She is the slave of the slave..Let’s look at sexism
in detail, then racism, then see how the Nazis combined both with nationalism
to_great effect. Then on to some conclusuons. - _ I * c C it

I I I

1. I _ .

Notes on WOMEN AND THE FAMILY '  it
* See articles on Fascism and Racism in Peace News 2027 and 2028. .
*Need to compare different forms of the family and the oppression of women in
the international division of labour (Race Today?) y y v ._ -;_

1 I _ _|
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It's within the restrictions of the family that we first develop our identities
(Politics of the Family etc etc RD Laing and others). These identities are not
based on free individual and collective growth but come about by adapting to
the demands placed on Q3 within the family,while the family in turn must adapt
to the demands placed on it by society (cutbacks,legislation etc.)  * he
This is no simple matteg and will depend on what's happening in that particular,
society at that particular time. For example: in tribal societies with a mothers
v brother pattern of kinship,the roles will be very different to those of early
capitalism in Britain when the extended family was being challenged to produce.
a more_flexible small family finit for the changing needs of capitalist industria
alisation. It would also be different in a country where there was a strong
autonomous movement of women, V V  H it,s p.

It's impossible here to go onto much detail but within the family that boys
learn to be boys and girls to be boys;it's within the family that we learn to
accept sexual,personal and social ways of life that don't satisfy our needs. '
This acceptance comes to provide an illusionary and distorted security — the only
one that is available most of the time. This fitting into a social and sexual~F1-
identity is fundamental in very many ways (such as?) to the continuation of ant
exploitative society. It's where Authority is first fought over. ~= - *

I
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Right in the middle of what the family is all abo t is the opnressioh and the
exploitation of women. For convenience,restricting the discussion to the  g
industrialised countries (what about Japan,Russia and maybe China?): Where there
is a small/nuclear family unit we can see how the family (on behalf of capital)
insists on a place for women as unpaid housewife and mother. A woman's place is
supposed to be in the home.Alth ugh a large number of women go out to work3(p**
(nearly) all women ‘ as housewives & mothers preparing their hfisbands,lovers,
children (and of course themselves) to go out to the offices and factories and
schools the next day. - L I ‘N I . f

-A ' . . _
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Even when women are involved in paid work it is usually not seen as permanent :
It's "until the first child is born" or "after they've all grown up" or it's_
‘pin money‘. In times of recession, women lose paid jobs first. Further,the kind
of work which women do often_reflects their hfllsewife and mother identity ~ it's

infant school-ngaching,shop work,nursing,light assembhr work,making garments,
jitchen work,cleaning etc. This exclusion from ‘mainstream’ .ft waged work for
most women doesn't mean that the answer lies in women simply becoming waged
workers.Anyway......  is p  

This role is servicing the wage labourer. It means gratifying but not satisfying
the wage labourer‘s seXmmflity,making (his) beds,coeking (his)meals,organising
and educating (his) children - the boys will mainly become waged workers while
the girls like their mums will usually do two jobs e housewife and mother most
of her life and waged worker for a significant part of it. p

‘I
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This work, the reproduction of labogT;power , is extended and watched over by
the school and the welfare system as well as in many other wgys.( " =

HETEROSEXUA;;$g(!) H F
Why is Gay Workers involved in the antifascist committee and why have lesbian
groups and glf's become actively opposed to fascism? The family organises the“,
stricy control of sex roles (as well as the ways they change) and is the temple C
for heterosexual relationships,that is,sexual relationships between women and men.
Sexual relationships between people of the same sex is either punished,derided, T;
tolerated or swept tidily into ant of th' way places. This is because theyi A p
challenge the family order — the discipline of mgsculine and feminine identity(!)(
Homosexulaity and lesbianism in particluar assert that sex can be a pleasurable  

'-I ' -1

&~g@gniggfu1~ act in itself and doesn't have to be about producing childrenyff G
I I | _ I _ I I i I. ti .- .

l -

The threat that gay sexuality pffers to the function of heterosexuality.and them
family in capitalism has been clarified by the politicfil self—activity of gays ~
since the Stonewall Riots and the subsequent formations of gay liberation in New I
York in 1969. Similarly, while many women have rejected the role of housewife and
mother} the WLM has been explicitly developing an organisation and theory around ~
women's position in society. The fascist right cannot tolerate a challenge to
traditional social values and particularly will fight against womens independence)
and gay sexuality. More about this(and the Naais) later. Itiis in tfifi€S cf such  
as the present when all the relationships are in extreme crisis - economfc,social,
sexual,political — andlthen working class struggle is at a low ebb that~thedt do
fasfct right appeals for a retun to the old securities — family life,racial and
national purity etc. A c

Bedflflwe our identities are themselves insecure,are_'falsel (being what we've had
to accpet and adapt to) it is likely that we'll cling tightly onto the family '

identity,search for new leaders etc.) C“ A  A ‘"N G‘ I
| _ -
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RACISM AND IMPERIALISMA "

With an fllsecure identity comes the rejection and insecurity about other races,
To define a tight security comes the finding of scapegoats,especiflly racism. ‘p
Attempts can be made to blame the consequences of emploitation and the history of
imperialism (housing shortages,lack of resources) on immigrants. I .
This is exactly what the fascists do, or try to do, in a clear political way,
It would be wrong to putchown here much abort racism and imperialism without i
having discussed it with the BPFM(Black Peoples‘ Freedom Movement) further.
Just a few notes. " A it) A i‘

The background to racism is the integnational division of labour and more) ~
specifiaally Imperialism, From thesfirst capitalist country (UK) came expansion —
searchffortmarkets,lsbour and resources. The exploitation of the land and people
meant exploitation of their culture (Fanon). The very humanity of colonised‘
people was disputed by the imperialists ~ a debate took place in Spain as to

.I-r - -

whether Mexicans had souls. When black servants landed in the UK during the‘ I ‘
period of Slavegy questions were asked as to Whéthei.l31’l@IY We‘-5'9 human! I Q

In order¢to organise the worI1market,different countries and races are played off‘
against each other. T T x c A _ ~ tr". it
This has included the immigration of 'freshlnabour'fl(cap=talists hoped for cheap-N
ness and dccility) to the industrialised capitalist countries. These divisions
across and within countries a e used M different wages,types of jobs,housingm  
cultural freedna,oppurtunities ~ ts maintain the flow of profit. Fascists leapi
;on allithisland insist that one answer to ‘our’ problems is to stop immigration
and make a ‘return’ to racial and national purity. )2 ‘ _l T

In general, the extrme right offers solutions to the frustrations of everydayi I
life; frustrations that have a long historical basis including (but not only)
the sexual an? international divisions of labour*,the organisation of exploitatiom
through the distortion of cultures,immigration and the twisting of daily *
personal and social life. Their ‘solutions’ age on the basis cfl?national and
racial and sexual chauvinism. The internatxnngl set—up and the conditions in
which labeur power is produced are of vital and central iwportance to capitalism.
Similarly a revolutionary strategy can only grow from this basis. ‘i("
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The Left has I rely understood this ( eee'»mhereieegeee Feared to Tread inT ‘I
Gay Left numbdr one). The Right,however,hasum%%$:great use of it._

' - I I 'II— III
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THE NAZIS AND GERMAN; — notes again I I I _ I_
- I I -

I. ' I - ' . - -

The clearest example of this has been the Nazis in Germany" In a crisis-riddled
national economy their solution - was to make Germany Great. The Master Race. bfl
The Fatherland etc. ' Traditional ideas about the family were raised which'bothI

I .. .
.5 I . - I

offered a certain security and justified the idea of Aryan purity: a_proper_II T
German family producing a proper German race, Similarly, the Jews (and other I I
groups) were used as scapegoats,casting out the impure non-Germanic races. _QI d_

T. i.
Since Germans lived beyond the Fatherland,the idea of the 'nation'_s could be“ G
extended tolran expansion - returning certain territories: to their ‘proper’
country. Anyway, the basic idea was a mixture o1 national,racial and sexual i '
chauvinism. However, the stereotypes of Supermale and Supermum (see John Remy's  
work on definitions of sexual identity in prewar Germany) — with all their 1 T I
rewards, were only the foreground.The Nazis knew how to use sexuality. IF
For example, gay men wereixfitially encouraged to join the Brown shirts (on an G
anti-feminine/basis? Important to look at the debates within the Gay groups # "
see the ‘homosexual Rights Movement ¢SocialistTWorkers Party pamplhet),but "*? ‘
were later represse*:§Goebels( wasTit?) said that decapitation wasn't good encughfl

' I‘ I I I ,

for gays! Similarly, the Hitler Youth T. 7 II allowed a lot of controlledT ‘=i
promiscuity in their camps and organisation, It attracted the youth. This was
at a time when the German Left only considered and families between the sheets; it

_ I . . I '
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WHAT CONCTUSIONS I-
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FASCISM has an appeaIIbeenure of the crisis of everyday life. As such it
I.

cannot be simply wiped off the streets or dealt with by passing motions in“ Z
TU's of Trades Councils, although this is part of it.There is a need to changed it
our daily lives. ~r ~r'~e *'W
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SUPPORT for the autonomous movements of black people;gays,women - fascism growsTu
I ' r I 'by turning the tide against these groups. 7 T |

H" ' ' ' ' I '

I- ' ' 1

The antiefascist committees which have been set up have a bad recordt of evenI
supporting black organisationsgalone black people; (Locally the AFC is white- T I
dominated). The Blackburn demo ‘in support of black people‘ included hardly any 1
asians at all. and very few W. Indians. ‘ I

The relationship between antifascist groupings (AFC?s,trad s unions/student“‘”
union etc) and the black ll' needs to be questioned? II commun1tv~ .T ¢ L k
* There's little politically understood support_for womens/gay organisations.*
* Think about the linksTbetween the SPUC/Festival of Light and the NF; These ares

not simple and need to be looked at. T T T y TP I
' I-

. I _

fiProperly done the a proach of street meetings could bring us near to under-
“standing the contradictions involved in NF support. They need a lot more
thinking about. ' T '  ‘I.  I I i

* we need to understand better the way in which the Lawour Movement lays the‘
ground for the extreme right by its mat%?nalism (cg import controls)

* To oppose racism and sexism within the left.t ‘R '
__ I , P T '

READING ~ T I T T I E cT I

Selma James 'SexIRace abd c1eee' _ _ I _ I  ;I v_
'Capita1ism,Fhe dmlly andeperevflel L1f@* - Eli zererskx (Pluto Press?)
Various mssues of Race Today I I I T,
Various Reich and Laing. '7 I
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For more information about the Gay Workers Group in Nottingham and the work

33 Mansfield Road NOTTIRGHAM. Telephone
around these d educationals,please contact Gay Workers*at The Peovles Centre b
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